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Group protests rape 
by JiiHe Fauble 
staff reporter 
Taking back the night Ph-*/**- J Mug**, 
At a rally in front of University Hall, Roey Thorpe, member of the Women Against Violence Against 
Women, speaks before the Take Back The Night march began last night. 
Posters proclaiming "Fight 
Back" and ''Stop Rape* covered 
the steps of University Hall last 
night as about ISO to 200 women 
and men participated in the 
"Take Back the Night" rally 
and march sponsored by Women 
for Women. 
Increasing women's and 
men's awareness about violence 
against women and helping peo- 
ple realize that women can pro- 
tect themselves were the goals 
of the march, Nancy Dillon, a 
member of Women for Women, 
said. 
"I've always liked to walk at 
night, but I've never been able to 
feel comfortable doing it," said 
Sandy McNabb, a sophomore 
elementary education major 
and a peacemaker at the march. 
The march creates "a feeling 
that we can overcome and we 
can do something about it (rape) 
and just make the statement 
that it's not right," she said. 
The marchers walked down 
Thurstin Avenue to Wooster 
Street to Main Street and back to 
the University along Ridge 
Street chanting anti-rape slo- 
gans. Peacemakers wearing red 
headbands walked along the 
side of the marchers to give 
support and insure the march- 
ers safety. 
Dillon called the rally a posi- 
tive signal that women are no 
longer going to give up their 
Meredith Flynn, a member of 
the steering committee of 
Women for Women, called for an 
end to rape in dorm rooms, in 
cars and on dates. She also 
called for an end to sexual ha- 
rassment. 
Roey Thorpe, a Bowling 
Green resident and University 
graduate, recounted the six 
rapes which have been reported 
in the past two months and then 
told about an unreported rape of 
an outspoken lesbian. She said 
the woman was raped in her 
dorm room 10 days ago by two 
men. 
Cindy Tobias, a member o* 
Women for Women, said that 
only women were peacemakers 
in the march, reinforcing the 
idea that women can take care 
of themselves and that they 
would respond to any trouble 
with love and peace, not vio- 
lence. 
Thorpe said that she felt sup- 
port from the community as she 
marched, but "that there were 
also a few strange looks." 
Jean Tutolo, a senior philoso- 
phy major, said she thinks pub- 
lic opinion is that it is not "cool" 
to demonstrate about issues. 
"It's not cool to have strong 
opinion about things, either to 
the right or left," she said. 
Thorpe said the march, the 
fourth one held on campus, was 
successful because it was a posi- 
tive experience for people and 
the marchers all fehv'very up." 
Eruption destroys Columbian towns 
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) - A 
volcano that had been rumbling 
to life for months erupted early 
yesterday, melting its snowcap 
and hurling down torrents of 
mud that buried four sleeping 
towns in an Andes mountain 
valley. Early estimates of the 
dead reached 30,000. 
Blazing volcanic ash cascaded 
into the valleys Wednesday 
night A few hours later the mud 
avalanche crashed through the 
towns, which had a combined 
population of 70,000. Lava began 
flowing from the cone yesterday 
afternoon. 
If the death ton equals the esti- 
mates, or climbs beyond them, 
the eruption of the Nevado del 
Ruiz volcano will rank as one of 
this century's great natural di- 
sasters. 
The Langunilla River became 
a rushing wall of mud that de- 
stroyed at least 85 percent of 
Armero, a coffee-farming town 
of 50,000 people 30 miles from 
the volcano and 105 miles north- 
west of Bogota. 
"Armero doesn't exist any- 
more," Red Cross rescue 
worker Fernando Duque said in 
an interview from the scene on 
Todelar radio. 
The three other towns are on 
the river between the volcano 
and Armero. 
President Belisario Betancur 
flew over the mud sea of Armero 
in a helicopter and said in a 
broadcast later: "The situation 
is very grave. I appeal for the 
solidarity of all Colombians ... 
We don't yet know the full scope 
of the tragedy." 
Caracol radio said the ash fall 
Lobbying a success 
University-related bills win support 
by Nancy Bostwick 
staff reporter 
After days of lobbying for Uni- 
versity-related issues at the 
state and federal level, Univer- 
sity President Paul Olscamp 
and his executive assistant, Phil 
Mason, are home with a victory 
under their belts. 
But their work isn't finished 
yet 
House Bill 176, an indemnifi- 
cation bill, was approved yester- 
day by the Conference 
Committee and subsequently by 
the House of Representatives 
and Senate by 91-2 and 26-6 votes 
respectively, Mason said. 
"We've been lobbying hard for 
that bfH and have met with seve- 
ral legislatures. We feel real 
good about it because it was an 
Important bill," Mason said. 
The bill requires the attorney 
general to defend trustees and 
employees of state universities 
who are sued for actions arising 
out of their authority. It also 
requires the attorney general to 
pay charges in the occurrence of 
a successful suit The indemnifi- 
cation bOl replaces HB 76 which 
expires Dec. 31. 
THE BILL will now go to Gov. 
Richard Celeste for final appro- 
val. 
Mason spent Tuesday through 
'ay meeting with state 
on to familiarize them 
the University's stand on 
HB 176 and other issues before 
the General Assembly. 
Depending on the course of 
action the issues take, he and 
Olscamp may have to return to 
further represent the Universi- 
ty's interests, Mason said. 
The University is also lobby- 
a for HB 70S and Senate BOl 
.which would establish an 
early retirement incentive pro- 
gram for non-faculty employees 
of state universities. HB 70S 
would require the employer and 
employee split the cost of the 
buy out while the Senate bill 
would require the employer to 
pay for all of the buy out. 
The program would be similar 
to the State Teacher Retirement 
System in effect for faculty. 
Mason said he does not expect 
any action on these bills before 
the Ohio General Assembly ad- journs next week, because both 
bills have not received enough 
public hearings to be passed. 
THE UNIVERSITY is also 
closely following Senate Bill 215 
for financial aid and will con- 
tinue to lobby in support of it, be 
said. 
President Olscamp returned 
yesterday from a three-day trip 
in Washington, where be lobbied 
at the federal level. 
"There is a movement in the 
Capitol to bring our retirement 
systems for public employees 
and state teachers under the 
Social Security System. We 
don't see that as a positive 
move," Mason said. 
And Olscamp's goal was to 
make legislators aware of this. 
The Public Employee's Re- 
tirement System and the State 
Teacher's Retirement System, 
which handle retirement issues 
for employees and faculty, are 
considered to be better managed 
and more responsive than the 
Social Security system. Mason 
said. 
In addition to lobbying, Ols- 
camp also met with federal leg- 
islators to keep up contacts for 
the University in the nation's 
capital. 
"It's important for the Univer- 
sity to maintain these contacts 
as well as let them know how 
their constituents feel about the 
issues before them," Mason 
said. 
was so heavy at 1 p.m. yester- 
day that "it looked like night- 
time." It quoted national 
university geologists about the 
lava flow, but they did not say 
how large it was or give its 
direction. 
A Civil Defense spokesman, 
Maj. Hugo Ardila, told a midday 
news conference in Bogota that 
about 10,000 people had been 
found alive in Armero up to that 
time. 
They climbed trees, clung to 
roofs above the mud, and 
huddled behind a sturdy con- 
crete cemetery wall that didn't 
fall. 
One of them, Edeliberto Nieto, 
told IRCN radio: "We heard a 
frightening noise, and then a 
blast of wind hit us and we saw 
Ore falling from the sky. It was 
horrible, so horrible! My wife 
was killed. My mother was 
killed. My little girl who would 
have been four years old (today) 
died. One of my sisters was 
killed and one of my little neph- 
ews." 
Marina Franco de Huez told 
the radio: "The ash rain in- 
creased and the whole world 
began to scream. I woke up my 
daughter and we ran out to one 
of the streets around the ceme- 
tery. More than half of the pop- 
ulation was buried under a 
torrent of mud that came with a 
horrible noise. It dragged 
houses, cattle, tree stumps and 
gigantic rocks. The church was 
buried, the school, the theater." 
Ambulances and rescue work- 
ers had trouble reaching the 
town because the avalanche de- 
stroyed the highway and five 
bridges leading to it 
Reagan: Summit 
'mission of peace* 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan told the 
nation last night he is going to Geneva and his first 
summit meeting with a Soviet leader on "a mission for 
peace" that he hopes will continue in future years. 
Reagan said his purpose in meeting Soviet leader 
Mikhail Gorbachev next Tuesday and Wednesday is to 
"try to map out, together, a basis for peaceful discourse 
even though our disagreements on fundamentals will not 
change." 
"It is my fervent hope that the two of us can begin a 
process which our successors and our peoples can 
continue," the president said. He described that process 
as the ability to face differences'' frankly and openly and 
beginning to narrow and resolve them'' through commu- 
nication and elimination of the barriers between the two 
superpowers. 
He called for cooperation "wherever possible for the 
greater good of all. 
"My mission simply stated, is a mission for peace," Reagan 
said. 
Halley's visit tells a comet's tale 
See related story, Friday, p. 10 
by Melissa McGUHvray 
reporter 
Think of it as an ice cube 
five miles across the sky. 
That describes Halley's 
Comet, which should become 
visible to the naked eye in a 
few weeks. 
The comet last appeared in 
1910, the year of the Universi- 
ty's founding, and will appear 
again this year during the 
University's anniversary. 
People are looking forward 
to the arrival of the comet, 
but there was a different atti- 
tude toward the comet back 
in 1910, according to Dale 
Smith, assistant professor of 
physics and astronomy and 
director of the University's 
planetarium. The planetar- 
ium is presenting a program 
about the comet called "Hal- 
ley: A Comet's Tale." 
Smith says there was a 
"false fear'r about the comet 
in 1910. 
"A rumor got around that 
the Earth would be poisoned 
by the tail of the comet," be 
said. "People were fright- 
ened. Some went to the hilb to 
hide." 
But now there is a more 
positive attitude toward the 
comet and three nations will 
be sending space missions 
there, according to Smith- 
Japan, the Soviet Union and 
a consortium of European 
nations. The United States is 
not sending a mission be- 
cause Congress refused to 
provide money, Smith said. 
HE SAID the cost of such a 
mission would have been 
•bout 15 cents per person per 
year over a 5-year span. 
The comet tells about itself 
in the planetarium program. 
The producers chose to go 
about it from a first-person 
point of view because T'it's a 
more fun way to do it," Smith 
The comet's birth, orbit 
through the solar system and 
how it has been perceived by 
different people is discussed 
in the program, he said. 
The program also includes 
a re-creation of the nighttime 
sky on the dome-shaped ceil- 
X 
"Through binoculars, you'll 
seea fuzzy white patch with a 
fuzzy tail coming out of it," 
Smith said. 
The comet will be visible 
until April, with the exception 
of one month, he said. 
"The comet is on the other 
side of the sun in February so 
you cant see it," be said, 
adding that the best time for 
viewing the comet will be the 
second week in April. 
The planetarium program 
is at 8 p.m. each Tuesday and 
Friday and at 7:30 p.m. on 
Sundays through Dec. 13. 
Rooftop stargazing and 
viewing through the Universi- 
ty's new half-meter telescope 
will be available at Sunday 
night programs. 
comet, which Smith 
says is pronounced Hal-eze 
instead of Hail-eze, comes 
around every 75 or 76 years. 
"The first recorded sight- 
ing was in 240 B.C.," he said. 
It was probably appearing 
before that, he said, but iust 
wasn't recorded yet. It has 
been recorded every 75 years 
since then, except once dur- 
ing the Dark Ages, he said. 
No one realized the same 
comet was appearing every 
75 years until Edmund Halley 
pointed that fact out 
"THE REASON it's called 
'Halley' isn't because he dis- 
covered it," Smith said. In- 
stead. Halley had been 
studying previous comets and 
noticed that in 1606 there was 
a comet that went backward 
around the sun. He predicted 
in 1682 that the same back- 
ward comet would occur In 
1758, after his death, and It 
did. 
"Once people recognized it 
they went back to the re- 
cords," Smith said. "They 
named the comet In his 
honor." 
The comet has sometimes 
played a key role in historic 
events. 
"One appearance was in 
1066 in the Battle of Has- 
tings," Smith said. "It was 
taken as a good omen by the 
French ana a bad omen by 
the English." 
The comet is visible now by 
looking into the northeast 
part of the sky with binocu- 
lars or a telescope, and 
should be visible with the 
naked eye later this month. 
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Reagan stubborn 
A rchbishop of Canterbury Robert Runcie seems 
x\more concerned with the welfare of six Ameri- 
cans held hostage in Lebanon than does President 
Reagan. 
The archbishop sent a special envoy to negotiate 
the release of the Americans there. That's a lot 
more than Reagan has ventured to do. 
Reagan is playing a stubborn game of hardball. 
However, it is time he realizes nis game of quiet 
diplomacy won't win in this situation. 
The president said last week his administration 
will make "no deals" with kidnappers holding the 
Americans hostage in Lebanon. 
Even after four of the hostages told Reagan in a 
letter that their captors are growing impatient, 
their pleas and the pleas of their families seem- 
ingly have been ignored. 
The six Americans have been in captivity in 
Lebanon for more than 11 months. Four of them 
have been told that hostage William Buckley, U.S. 
embassy political officer, is dead. Another hostage, 
Peter Kilburn, a librarian at the American Univer- 
sity of Beirut, is missing. 
Secretary of State George Shultz said earlier, 
"We are trying to work at it through whatever 
indirect contacts we have." This is admirable, but 
the United States' indirect contacts with Lebanon 
through Syria, Iran and Algeria haven't worked. 
In our estimation, the Reagan administration's 
refusal to deal directly with the captors is having 
its desired effect - proving the United States does 
not deal with terrorists -but at the expense of a 
more important desire, the release of the six 
hostages. 
According to Terry Waite, the archbishop's spe- 
cial envoy, there is reason for "some real hope" for 
attaining the hostages' freedom. 
It's a shame that the only glimmer of hope for the 
families of the abducted - and for the hostages 
themselves - is a product of external diplomacy. 
In the handling of this crisis, the administration 
has proven itself hard-headed and apparently ei- 
ther less concerned about the welfare of the Ameri- 
can hostages, or less innovative in its diplomacy 
than the archbishop of Canterbury. 
Quit computer gripes 
by Steven Schultz  
In response to Debbie Tkacz's 
and Renee Krinek's letter 
on the turnaround time for their 
computer printouts, I would like 
to oner a tew enlightening facts 
and some suggestions. 
In case anyone missed the 
letter, the ladies complained 
that it took too long to get their 
prin touts. 
Student operators have to take 
time to fulfill other duties, such 
as initialize diskettes, distribute 
software, re-boot systems that 
students (i.e. computer science 
and MIS students) have turned 
off, change ribbons and insert 
paper on the two printers, an- 
swer the phone, take reserva- 
Considering 
everything that 
affects how soon 
your printout 
arrives in your 
hands, it is amazing 
that turnaround 
times aren't longer. 
tions and answer questions of 
confused students. 
These duties, and others, must 
be done by the student operators 
as they try to keep up with the 
flow of programs spewed out by 
the printers. 
On busy days, I have known 
there to be more than a few 
programs in the queue awaiting 
printout. Sometimes, a printer 
was down earlier in the day, and 
it is running now, but programs 
are backed up from 45 minutes 
to an hour. 
Sometimes a job with several 
thousand lines of printout is on 
the printer. So, you see, many 
times the problem lies in things 
that the student operator cannot 
control. It takes time. 
Say, how about utilizing that 
"turnaround time." How about 
taking that marketing or statis- 
tics text along with you, and 
start reading the material which 
you've been blowing off? 
Make that time beneficial. 
Keep that mind in a studying 
mood, (rather than getting upset 
at a prolonged turnaround time) 
so that you can quickly adjust 
back to your school work when 
your printout arrives. I do just 
that. It takes my mind off of my 
program, and allows me to sit 
down and edit my program with 
a clearer mind than if I had sat 
and fumed about delays or prob- 
lems with my program. 
Considering everything that 
affects bow soon your printout 
arrives in your hands, it is am- 
azing that turnaround times 
aren't longer. 
I wouldn't want the job of an 
operator either. The next time 
you go to the Carnation Lab, 
listen to the noise those two 
printers make. Listen to all of 
the people talking, banging 
keys, and beeping personal com- 
puters. Now imagine listening to 
that crap all afternoon - non- 
stop. It grates my nerves to hear 
it for an hour. 
You wouldn't like me as an 
operator. I would tell someone 
who complains about turn- 
around time just what they 
could do with their printout. Not 
because I hate that person, but 
because the job entails much 
more than it appears. 
I haven't had any problems 
with operators, so I view stu- 
dents who have problems with 
turnaround time to be at fault as 
much as the operator. What? 
You say that a student cant 
have that much bearing on how 
long a printout takes? Well, in 
my opinion, neither does an op- 
erator. 
Schultz is a senior electronic 
technology major from Dalton, 
Ohio. 
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Sure-fire letters to Letterman 
To become an instant celebrity, get material read on 'viewer mail' 
by Craig Hergert 
Last week I had planned to 
write letters to my family and a 
few friends who occasionally 
drop me a line asking if I'm 
alive or not. I didn't end up 
writing any, so they still don't 
know. 
It occurs to me that I haven't 
written a single letter to anyone 
this semester. Not a one. I'm 
thoroughly ashamed of myself 
for this, but I would guess that 
I'm hot alone. When you're in 
college, you find yourself busy 
with all kinds of meaningful 
activities that keep you up all 
hours of the night. Things like 
biology, algebra, marketing, 
and ^LateNight with David 
Letterman." 
"Late Night with David Let- 
terman" has become insanely 
popular in the last few years. 
Because it's considered very 
fashionable to be a Letterman 
fan, having a letter read during 
"viewer mail" on Thursday 
nights is quite a status symbol. 
If you could get a letter read on 
the show you can expect to be- 
come a local celebrity, so you 
should do anything you can to 
make this happen including, 
gasp!, writing a letter. 
I myself have never written a 
letter to Letterman although I 
meant to once. I wanted to ask 
him what he thought of being 
included on a fraternity recruit- 
ing poster alone with Tom Sell- 
eck and John Wayne. I 
wondered which of these two 
guys he would have preferred 
for a frat brother. 
Naturally, I'm not going to let 
the fact that I've never written a 
letter to Letterman keep me 
from claiming to be an authority 
on the subject. In another week 
I'll be 30, and I was always told 
that people over 30 followed the 
maxim Do as I say and not as I 
do." In being hypocritical, then, 
I'm Just trying to act my age. 
So here's what you need to do 
to get a letter accepted by the 
"Letterman Show." 
Tip one: Be critical. 
Dave works hard to be nasty 
to everyone on the show. Why, 
one night he asked Nastasia 
Kinski, who was sporting a par- 
ticularly strange hairdo, if she 
had a barn owl on her head. No 
doubt thanks to comments such 
as these, he is currently being 
sued by four parties, including, I 
would guess Miss Kinski and 
maybe the barn owl. Because he 
dishes out the criticism so con- 
sistently, he expects to take it as 
well, so go ahead and say some- 
thing nasty, even libelous. He'll 
love it. Here's an example: 
Dear Dave, 
So let's get off of it, shall we? 
I'm talking about the same dull 
routine you've been following 
for what seems like decades. 
You make a joke about Paul, 
you knock Joan Collins, you 
show a sky-cam shot, you toss 
pencils through the window 
(does any of this sound famil- 
iar?) ana you drag out Kenny 
the gardener. Are you tired or 
Sincerely, 
Craig  Hergert   (your  biggest 
fan) 
Tip two: Mention Paul Schaef- 
fer. 
Paul doesn't get nearly as 
much attention as Dave does, 
and he's bound to feel a little 
depressed by this. By writing a 
letter about him, you can help 
him temporarily forget that he's 
strictly second banana and mak- 
ing approximately one one-thou- 
sandth of what Dave makes. 
Here's an example: 
Dear Dave, 
I recently bought a copy of the 
Oxford Dictionary of Music and 
was shocked to find no entry for 
your own Paul Schaeffer, a man 
who has done more for contem- 
porary music than anyone else, 
with the possible exception of 
Slim Whitman. Can you explain 
this oversight? 
Sincerely, 
Craig Hergert (Paul's biggest 
fan) 
Tip three: Ue. 
Letterman and his staff have 
to put together five shows a 
week, so they are far too busy to 
check up on whether something 
you say is a little exaggerated 
or, for that matter, an outra- 
geous lie. So go ahead and claim 
all kinds of affinities with David, 
such as having eaten at the 
same restaurant with him, hav- 
ing grown up on the same block, 
orhaving shared a pacifier with 
him at a day-care center. Here's 
an example: , 
Dear Dave, 
I watch your show every night 
and would sooner be trodden by 
wild beasts than miss it. I really 
mean that. 
I am a student at your alma 
mater, Ball State University in 
Muncie, Indiana. Never mind 
the Ohio postmark on the enve- 
lope. As a member of the march- 
ing band. I recently participated 
in a half-time show that I, and 
the world in general, will not 
soon forget. We did a special 
salute to you, playing the "Late 
Night" theme song and march- 
ing in a formation that dupli- 
cated, in perfect detail, your 
head. It was a glorious sight, 
Dave. I had the honor of being 
part of your front teeth. Just 
thought you'd want to know. 
Sincerely (and I mean mat too), 
Craig Hergert 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slavton, Minn., is 
a columnist for the News. 
Letters 
Let smokers smoke 
In response to Glenn Reilly's 
letter of Oct. 23 entitled "Smoke 
Elsewhere," we, as smokers, 
would like to clarify our position 
and clear up some of the falla- 
cies surrounding the smoking 
issue. 
Reilly stated that smokers are 
"misinformed." This simply is 
not true as many smokers are 
aware that it is offensive. He is 
not aware of how many smokers 
refrain from smoking in public 
tees because they do know 
t it is offensive to non-smok- 
ers. Furthermore, with all of the 
publicity concerning the danger 
of cigarette smoking, it is ridicu- 
lous to think that smokers are 
uninformed regarding the likeli- 
hood of cancer to smokers and 
non-smokers. 
Why, then, do smokers 
smoke? It is not, as Reilly fal- 
sely stated, a question of the 
smoker's audacity. Rather, it is 
enjoyable for some; for others it 
is an issue of addiction. Smokers 
do not smoke for the soul-pur- 
pose of irritating the non-smok- 
ers. 
Basically, there is a conflict of 
rights regarding this issue: 
Smokers may infringe on the 
rights of the non-smokers; yet, 
at the same time, non-smokers, 
who are becoming increasingly 
more pious, vocal, and self- 
righteous, are infringing upon 
the smoker's rights to smoke. 
Because smoking is unheal- 
thy, many times the right to ■moke is negated. Healthy or 
not it is still a right. Additio- 
nally, we are unaware of any 
law to date, which requires the 
non-smoker to sit in a smoke 
filled room. He/she is always 
free to leave. 
But Reilly said be has no 
choice because he must take 
nourishment and the only place 
where he is able to do this is in 
the cafeteria - and it is smoke 
filled. We believe, however, that 
providing a smoking area for 
dining is not an unreasonable 
request. Why is it, however, that 
the smokers are destined to 
"roof-top cuisine"? 
Sarah Moore 
Eric Hasselscbwert 
AYA-SaLdmrg, Austria 
Chicken wings, 
please fly away 
As concerned residents of Prout 
Hall who usually eat in Prout 
Cafeteria, we have a question to 
ask of Food Services -Why have 
we been served teriyaki chicken 
wings   everyday   for   three 
BLOOM COUNTY 
We asked some other dis- 
gruntled residents for the an- 
swer: 
1. A train carrying a load of 
chicken wings derailed, and the 
University bought the wreck- 
age. 
2. The Biology Dept. has devel- 
oped a mutant breed of chicken 
with 5,000 wings (or 5,000 chick- 
ens with one wing each). 
3. A local poultry farmer acci- 
dentally fed chickens plastic ex- 
plosives. The chickens exploded, 
leaving only their wings behind. 
4. The director of Food Services 
drove his car through a chicken 
coop. The irate farmer told him 
"You break it - you bought it!" 
But seriously folks ... We 
enjoy new items being added to 
Prout's menu. However, to be 
served teriyaki chicken wings 
everyday is going too far. 
They are no longer an enjoya- 
ble alternative. Rather, they are 
taking up room on the menu for 
other, different entrees. Please! 
No more teriyaki chicken 
wings!! 
Marinatedly yours, 
PamParrish 
Betsy Prestin 
302 Prout 
Respond 
The BG News editorial 
page is your campus forum. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, dou- 
ble-spaced and signed. Your 
address and phone number 
must be included. 
The News reserves the 
right to reject submissions 
that are in bad taste, mali- 
cious or libelous. 
All submissions are subject 
to condensation. 
Please address submis- 
sions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
2U West Hall 
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AIDS reporting mandatory 
by Don Lee 
JtaH reporter 
Although there have been no 
reported cases of Acquired Im- 
mune Deficiency Syndrome 
(AIDS) in Wood County, the 
University Health Center fol- 
lows state health rules in the 
reporting and treatment of the 
disease, according to Dr. Joshua 
Kaplan, health services direc- 
tor. 
According to the Communica- 
ble Disease Rules published by 
the Ohio Department of Health, 
AIDS is classified as a "low- 
frequency disease of major pub- 
lic health concern," which 
means individual cases must be 
reported to the local health 
board. The health center would 
report to the Wood County 
Health Department, Kaplan 
said. 
The Communicable Disease 
Rules require the local health 
board to report any individual 
cases of Class A diseases, which 
includes AIDS, to the state 
health department at the end of 
each working day. 
The state health department 
has the power to examine any 
suspected case of a sexually- 
transmitted disease. Spouses, 
common-law spouses, persons 
named by the victim as sexual 
contacts and consorts of the 
victim are classified in the Com- 
municable Disease Rules as 
"suspected cases" of a sexually- 
transmitted disease. 
THE RULES do not specif- 
ically require AIDS victims to 
be quarantined, to notify the 
•health board of their intentions 
to travel to another health 
board's jurisdiction or to get 
permission from the board to 
travel. But, the local health 
commissioner has the power to 
"isolate cases of sexually trans- 
mitted diseases if deemed nec- 
essary to public health" in a 
hospital or ''similar place where 
the isolated person will receive 
adequate care and appropriate 
medical treatment." 
Jim Ryder, Wood County 
health commissioner, said his 
department would not order con- 
finement or isolation of an AIDS 
victim. 
Ryder said isolation would 
"not be warranted" because 
AIDS is not thought to be com- 
municable by casual contact 
with others. 
"If a person has AIDS he 
wouldn't want to be in the gen- 
eral public anyway" because of 
the loss of immunity to disease, 
Ryder said. 
AIDS causes the victim to lose 
resistance to diseases which or- 
dinarily do not cause great 
harm, and the virus HTLV-3, 
thought to be the cause of AIDS, 
is transmittable only through 
direct sexual contact or the in- 
terchange of bodily fluids, as in 
a blood transfusion, health au- 
thorities say. The disease was at 
first confined to homosexual 
males but is appearing in other 
groups. 
University hosts OSA 
Student lobbyist conference starts tomorrow 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
For the first time in four 
years, the University will be 
the host school for a meeting 
of the Ohio Student Associa- 
tion. 
The conference will begin 
tomorrow and last through 
Sunday. All of the meetings 
will be held in the McFall 
Center Assembly Room and 
will be open to the public. 
OSA is a student lobbying 
ation for all of the 
licly supported institu- 
tions of higher education. The 
University's Undergraduate 
Student Government is a 
member of the organization. 
Because the conference will 
be held at Bowling Green, 
USG will play a more impor- 
tant role than usual, said 
Mike McGreevey, USG presi- 
dent. 
"In addition to having our 
regular delegation at the 
meeting, we will also be giv- 
ing a workship on our Student 
Legal Services," he said. 
"We will also be coordinating 
the agenda as far as meeting 
times and rooms." 
THE GUEST speaker at the 
OSA convention will be state 
Sen. Paul Pfeifer, R-Bucyrus. 
a Republican gubernatorial 
candidate, McGreevey said. 
"Pfeifer will be addressing 
higher education in the fu- 
ture," he said. 
Although students are wel- 
come at all of the events, 
there will be an open forum 
held on Sunday at which stu- 
dents may express any con- 
cerns they may have. 
"I would suggest that stu- 
dents attend, Because any 
decisions that OSA makes 
will concern the students at 
the University," McGreevey 
said. 
The tentative agenda will 
be: 
Saturday: 
•3 p.m.: Call to order 
• 3:IS p.m.: Student Legal 
Services workshop 
• 4 pjn.: Speaker (to be 
announced) 
• 7:15 p.m.: Officer's re- 
ports 
• 8 pjn.: Sen. Paul Pfeifer 
Sunday: 
• 10 a.m.: Call to order 
• 10:IS a.m.: Fundraising 
/Grant Writing 
• 1 p.m. Old Business: Di- 
vestment Resolution. 
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GUARANTEED SUNSHINE DAY AT THE SRC 
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Entrance requirements to change 
by JuUcFauMe 
•Ufl reporter 
High school students who plan to attend 
college are going to have to spend more time 
hitting the books than cruising the shopping 
mtus. 
As universities around Ohio stiffen admit- 
tance requirements, the University is plan- 
nine to implement requirement changes in 
thefall of 1966. 
According to John Martin, director of 
admissions, the new requirements will in- 
clude four years of English, two years of 
foreign language, three years of math, three 
years of science, three years of social sci- 
ences and one unit of visual or performing 
arts. 
Hie requirements are based on the recom- 
mendations of reports issued by the Ohio 
Board of Regents and the Ohio Department 
Of Education in 1961 and 1962. 
Hie University will still accept applicants 
with deficiencies, Martin said, but they 
must be made up within the student's first 60 
semester hoars. 
Before students are granted admission, 
they will also take a reading competency 
test. If they do not pass they have to take 
EDO 100. 
Richard Cummings, superintendent of 
Bowling Green schools, said there has been 
a major increase In liberal arts studies in 
high schools. 
THIS TREND toward more academic 
studies began several years ago when there 
was high unemployment, the economy was 
depressed and America was having trouble 
competing in world markets, Cummings 
said. At that time people began to look to 
education for solutions to these problems. 
He said students need more math and 
science to keep up with technology, and they 
need the other liberal arts courses to be 
well-balanced. 
Deb Kortokraz-Clark, coordinator of re- 
cruitment in the College of Education and 
Allied Professions, said another reason for 
stiffening requirements is that educators 
have noticed a decrease in standardised test 
scores and an increase in the number of 
students taking remedial courses in college. 
Martin said that millions of dollars are 
spent every year on remedial course work. 
Kortokraz-Clark said, "There has been a 
change in attitude over what an educated 
person is." 
She said that what employers want from 
educated people are excellent communica- 
tion skills, which require foreign lan- 
guages, English and the arts, and math and 
science skills to keep up with modern tech- 
nology. 
"They recognize the need for students to 
have a more solid background In these 
areas," Kortokraz-Clark said. 
One    Day 
I  Went for a 
Walk, and... 
V American Heart Association 
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The Board of Student Publications 
is now accepting applications for 
EDITOR 
of 
THE BG NEWS 
for 
Spring Semester 1986 
Applications available at 214 West Hall. 
Deadline: Tues., November 26,5 p.m. 
Amy Yedinak 
Cindy Shock 
Michelle St. Pierre 
Allison Lied 
Jenny Harn 
Liz Selby 
Linda Weadock 
Lori Christopher 
Kara Ryan 
Liz Rice 
Karen Sedar 
Jenny Mose 
Darby Strine 
Colleen Cavanaugh 
Dee Rathburn 
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Programs to raise 
hunger awareness 
by Beth Murphy 
reporter 
The concern about world 
hunger has been a popular 
topic since U.S.A. for Africa 
and Live Aid, but it is nothing 
new for the Social Justice 
Committee. 
Next week the organization 
will sponsor "Hunger Aware- 
ness Week" from Monday 
through Thursday with 
speakers, a film and a soup 
kitchen. 
Kelly Biddle, a sophomore 
political science major, is co- 
chairperson of the committee 
and coordinator of the event. 
She said the program is 
meant to educate the public 
about hunger and to raise 
money for Oxfam America. 
Oxfam, originally the Ox- 
ford Committee for Famine 
Relief, is a non-profit agency 
that encourages self-help in 
poor countries and education 
on these efforts for the rest of 
the world. 
This year marks the 12th 
annual Oxfam campaign, and 
Biddle says her goal is to 
raise $2,000. 
"Last year we barely 
raised $1,000, but it's high 
goals for a worthwhile 
cause," she said. 
STUDENTS WILL be asked 
to donate money or food cou- 
pons in special containers to 
be sent directly to Oxfam. 
"All week we'll have canis- 
ters all over campus in the 
Union, the quads and cafete- 
rias," Biddle said. 
Besides fund-raising, a 
soup kitchen on Thursday will 
highlight the week. Soup and 
bread will be served free 
from 7:30 to 10 p.m. in the 
Fireside lounge of St. Thomas 
More University Parish. 
Biddle adds the soup 
kitchen is "our way of ex- 
pressing our sympathy to- 
ward the starving people in 
the world. 
Also featured will be Dr. 
Ron Seavoy, professor of his- 
tory. His talk, "The Futility 
of Famine Relief: The Waste 
of Alms Giving" will focus on 
food politics and will be held 
Monday in 204 Moseley Hall 
at 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday's speaker will be 
the Rev. Roger McKinney 
from the First Christian 
Church In Wauseon dis- 
cussing poverty related to 
famine and food problems. 
The talk will be in 210 Univer- 
sity Hall at 7:30 p.m. 
A film relating to famine 
relief will be shown Wednes- 
day in 204 Moseley Hall at 
7:30 pjn. 
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Foreign language requisite added 
by PattJ Skinner 
staff reporter 
The newest school to join the College of 
Arts and Sciences, which has about 21 de- 
partments and 70 majors, is the School of 
Mass Communication. Along with the new 
association comes new requirements for 
those in the school, including taking a for- 
eign language. 
According to John Huffman, director of 
the School of Mass Communication, the 
Journalism school previously had a require- 
ment called "cultures other than one's 
own," expecting students to take a foreign 
language, but many students chose options 
that weren't as useful. Now Journalism 
students must take a foreign language 
course. 
"Since we became part of the Arts and 
Sciences, it seemed an opportune time to 
support this requirement for our students," 
Huffman said. 
He said learning a second language helps 
enormously in increasing job opportunities. 
USA HOLTVOIGHT, freshman Journa- 
lism major, said, "It's a good Idea since 
we'll (Journalism students) want to be able 
to talk and communicate with others in 
other languages." 
Joseph Spinelli. academic adviser of Arts 
and Sciences, said a foreign language has 
always been a basic part of a liberal arts 
education, and since three-fourths of a Jour- 
nalism student's education is liberal arts, 
taking a second language makes sense. 
Spinelli said taking a foreign language is a 
good way for students to develop discipline 
since it is a subject that must be studied 
everyday. 
"It's neat when you can go to another 
country and speak fluently In the native 
language," he said. 
Spinelli said he wouldn't recommend one 
language as being any easier to learn than 
any other. Spanish and French are the 
major romance languages taught on cam- 
pus, but Italian, Japanese, Chinese. Arabic, 
German and Russian are also taught. 
Spinelli said businesses would be foolish 
not to hire those who have a foreign lan- 
guage background. 
Jail-n-Bail 
collects 
$10,000 
Dateline 
Friday, Nov. 15 
Art Symposium - Nationally 
The Bowling Green office of 
the American Cancer Society 
(ACS) raised about tlO.OOO 
Wednesday through its Jail-n- 
Bail fund-raiser, according to 
Anita Kirby, director of the ACS 
in Wood County. 
Last year, in its initial Bowl- 
ing Green Jail-n-Bail fund- 
raiser, the ACS raised $18,000 in 
a single day, Kirby said. 
recognized sculptor Willis Bing 
Davis, chairman of the art de- 
partment at Central State Uni- 
versity, will discuss cultural 
values and ethnic art apprecia- 
tion at 7 p.m. in the Gush Film 
Theater. Free and open to the 
public. 
" ran SUirr 
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This year, in addition to the 
money raised in Bowling Green, 
110,000 was raised Tuesday by 
ACS's Perrysburg office, Kirby 
said. This is the first year that 
Perrysburg held a Jail-n-Bail. 
A $34,000 goal had been set for 
the combined offices this year. 
Kirby said. "(But) we're still just thrilled with what we did," 
she said. 
Saturday, Nov. 16 
Art Symposium - Continues 
from 10:30 a.m.-3 p.m. with a 
series of workshops in Hanna 
Hall. Admission is free. For a 
complete schedule of events, 
contact the School of Art at 372- 
2786. 
More than 100 volunteers 
worked to make this year's Jail- 
n-Bail a success, Kirby said. 
Volunteers from the city and 
University police departments 
made the phony arrests. 
The Wood County offices will 
use 45 percent of the money it 
raised locally, and will donate 
the remaining 55 percent to its 
national office to be used for 
research. 
Sunday, Nov. 17 
Concert - The Men's and 
Women's Choruses, directed by 
Richard Mathey, will give a free 
concert at 3 p.m. in Kobacker 
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
'Artzt'sy guitarist 
tuned to classics 
by M«U«U Null 
reporter 
In the days of electric gui- 
tars and rock-and-roll music, 
classical guitar music can 
still be fascinating to many. 
Students from Central 
Michigan, Toledo and Bowl- 
ing Green will be gathering in 
the Choral Room of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center on Nov. 
16 to hear classical guitarist 
Alice Artzt. Artzt willpresent 
a master class from 2 p.m. to 
5 p.m., free and open to the 
Artzt, originally from 
Princeton, N.J., was de- 
scribed as " America's best 
player and a model for any 
guitarist" by Guitar Player 
magazine. She began study- 
ing guitar at 13. 
Artzt made her interna- 
tional debut in London in 1969. 
Since then she has toured 
Central and South America, 
Europe, Africa, the Far East, 
Australia and the U.S. 
According to Chris Buzzelli, a 
College of Musical Arts in- 
structor, Artzt is most widely 
known in England. 
ARTZT ALSO has produced 
several albums, with the 10th, 
"Musical Tributes," already 
critically acclaimed. She is 
also author of the book,"The 
Art of Practicing," which ex- 
plains efficient methods of 
practicing. 
Buzzelli, who studied with 
Artzt for four years, said, 
"She's a great teacher and a 
great player." 
Buzzelli said Artzt will per" 
form for about an hour and 
then students will have the 
opportunity to be critiqued by 
Artzt on their individual per- 
formances. He said it is a 
rare opportunity for students: 
to be exposed to a world clas- 
sical guitarist and that they 
should greatly benefit from 
her expertise. 
Monday, Nov. 18 
Marketing Research Seminar 
- Tom Karpinski and Jackie 
Venzel, eo-directors of market- 
ing at Parkview Hospital, will 
discuss various hospital market- 
ing strategies at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Alumni  Room of the Union. 
Sponsored by Women in Com- 
munications, Inc. All majors are 
welcome. 
Percussion Kwemhle -Wen- 
dell Jones will direct a free 
performance at 8 p.m. in Bryan 
Recital Hall of the Moore Musi- 
cal Arts Center. 
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Stop in at The New CilUGklBS 
and have a real chuckle. For the 
latest and greatest in cards, 
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Midnight 
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TWO-CAN SWING BETTER THAN ONE 
COME TO THE JUNGLE FOR CHI O FUN 
Debra & Mike 
Heidi & Greg 
Susy & Steve 
Kathy & Mike 
Amber & Jeff 
Linn & Chris 
Kim & Doug 
Annette & Jon 
Nancy & Tom 
Dingo & Tom 
Debbie & Dave 
Sonja & Mark 
Margot & Mike 
Theresa & Todd 
Linda & Jamie 
Julie & Dan 
Ami & Dennis 
Stacey & Rob 
Beth & Lee 
Becky & David 
Banana & Ralph 
Linn & Chris 
Katie & Brian 
Krisse & Joe 
Cindy & Shane 
Jill & R.V. 
Christy & Gary 
Jenny & Scott 
Mary & Sac 
Jeanne & Mike 
Karen & Brian 
Kelley & Gonzo 
Lisa & Lee 
Jeanene & Dave 
Pam & Steve 
Beth & Scott 
Margaret & Frank 
Tami & Guy 
Lauren & Tony 
Michelle & Jon 
Jodi & T.C. 
Jill & Steve 
Julie & Gary 
Yvette & John 
Lisa & Mark 
Anne & Ted 
Michele & Mike 
Cindy & Chris 
Leslie & David 
Diane & John 
Ginger & Jimmy 
Shari & Dan 
Cindy & Dave 
Marybeth & Mike 
Sherry & Jason 
Colleen & Clary 
Lori & "Joe" 
Elaine & Kevin 
Cheryl & Dave 
Cherie & Jim 
Sue & Todd 
K.K. & Nate 
Julie & Gary 
Karen & Mike 
Kris & Chris 
Tracy & John 
OMUNGA 
Chris & Paul 
Rhonda & Brian 
Jana & Blair 
Jillian & Dan 
Debra Sue & Rob 
Jill & Mark 
Bren & Hank 
Laura & Pete 
Wendy & Rudy 
Jill & James 
Peebs & Rob 
Kelly & Jim 
Jenny & Ed 
Kim & Dan 
Rox & Myster E. 
Patty & Mark 
Julie & Ben 
Kathy & Tom 
Diane & Dave 
Chris Sr Unpredictable 
Kelley & Ebes & Sizer2 
& Friends 
Judi & Bobby 
November 16th, 1985 
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Hostage mediation enters 'critical' stage 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - The 
archbishop of Canterbury's 
troubleshooter said yesterday 
he was in contact with the kid- 
nappers who are holding at least 
four Americans hostage. He 
warned that if anything goes 
wrong, be and the hostages 
might be lulled. 
"They're taking a risk, ob- 
viously, in meeting me, Just as 
much as I'm taking a risk meet- 
ing them ... A wrong move and 
people could lose their lives, 
Including myself," said Terry 
Waite. 
Watte, 46, stressed that his 
efforts to free the Americans 
have "reached a critical and 
dangerous stage... I have been 
in touch (with the kidnappers). 
Progress has been made and we 
are moving forward." 
He would not identify the kid- 
nappers, who are believed to be 
Shlite Moslem fundamentalists. 
"I want to protect them as much 
as I want to protect myself," he 
said. "I really do have to just 
drop out of the picture. I'm 
prepared to go anywhere, hav- 
ing got this far - within reason." 
He came to Beirut after four of 
the six missing Americans sent 
a letter to the Anglican Church 
I I 
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"THtvt&t 
Sunday and Monday 
4 fa 9 p.m. 
Any Pizza 1/2 Price 
I I I 
% 352-3551        Inside  only       352-3551  # 
Plan early for 
Christmas 
Put your creative ideas to work 
into a special gift this year. 
Stop in often — 
Unadvertised specials 
• ready-made frames 
• posters, prints 
• and much more! 
Open Mon. until 9 p.m. from 
now until Xmas 
Open Sat. until 4 p.m. 
Strickland 
Custom Framing 
125 E. Oak        352-8282 
mcmm^Mjm&M 
Applications for 
THE BG NEWS J 
STAFF POSITIONS 
including staff editors, reporters, 
copy editors and photographers 
are now being accepted for Spring 
Semester 1986. 
.   Applications available from Patricia Ritter, 
Editor, 210 West Hall. 
Deadline: Tues., November 26,5 p.m. 
EXCLUSIVE    TOLEDO  PREMIERE! I 
SOMMERSET CINEMA and SCREENING ROOM 
Central JtwatMCCordRd. 
EASY TO FIND 
One half mile west of U.S. 23. 
ust 30 minutes from  BGSUJ 
archbishop. Dr. Robert Runcie, 
last week. He began his mission 
after contact with an unidenti- 
fied intermediary in Beirut. 
THE LETTER was signed by 
Terry Anderson, chief Middle 
East correspondent of The Asso- 
ciated Press; the Rev. Law- 
rence Jenco, a Roman Catholic 
priest; David Jacobsen, director 
of the American University Hos- 
pital in Beirut, and Thomas Su- 
therland, the university's dean 
of agriculture. 
Watte, a burly, bearded lay- 
man who stands Woot-7, turned 
up unannounced at West Bei- 
rut's Commodore Hotel, the 
base for foreign journalists. He 
made his second appeal in 24 
hours that reporters not hound 
his path while he seeks face-to- 
face meeting with the kidnap- 
pers. 
He apparently spotted photog- 
raphers and television crews 
near where be is staying and 
feared they could Jeopardize his 
mission of mercy. 
"I'd like to make a particular 
plea that I'm not to be followed 
by anybody because if that hap- 
pened then that will Jeopardize 
my own safety and the safety of 
other people,'* he said during the 
impromptu news conference in 
the hotel lobby. 
"It's extremely important be- 
cause of the great, great sensiti- 
vity of the situation that I am 
left totally alone because any- 
thing I have to do beyond this 
point will have to be entirely by 
myself." 
WATTE ARRIVED from Lon- 
don Wednesday night and found 
a crush of television crews at the 
airport. He was driven to a West 
Beirut hotel by armed mili- 
tiamen. 
He vanished from the hotel 
lust before midnight, driven by 
two men in a blue car to an 
undisclosed destination in the 
Moslem sector of the capital. 
He told the Journalists yester- 
day that be "spent the night 
peacefully," But would not say 
where be was staying. 
"I'll keep in touch with the 
press as far as I'm able and 
make this sort of appearance. 
But I make a particular plea 
because of the danger," be said. 
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VINTAGE APPAREL 
DARING PERSPECTIVES 
TRENCH COATS 
SUITS 
SWEATERS 
186'/a S. Main (upjtairt) 
B=*cjQtfc Lu-iBG^a^aDBi-i ride 
SHIRTS 
DRESSES 
JEWELRY. 
354-1834 
I in  i. I n   H p in 
Sun    !   Id p in 
HALLEY: 
A COMET'S TALE 
lO^Appreciatinq [UNDERSTANDING 
>/it>Jc£8£fN iTATEUwK/scenviwteoL oFARr 
\tiouof Aereouc<ma»*/Ae.TTME8APy 
- Nt,wr*A% if,»«- ClSH FILM T»««TE*.     / 
T.iO F*V to: pm^-KEv»7««AM««5- 1; JS TJa. 
- NovrMtetAbyjygs -s*\9omu* woBKjaws-hAMyA«*X 
MMWIL otl*>VR/5X?TXMA'*/p.AA'iyL££'\l'. &)*«r*v«S 
ffcTtlClA rVMtCMVMC «.Wr" tllMT* • ».&. COAUTION 
Bowling Green State University 
Department of Ethnic Studies 
Presents 
Second Annual Conference on Ethnic Studies 
Ethnic Studies: Crossroads to the Twenty-first Century 
"A Changing Curriculum for Changing Times" 
Thursday, November 21,1985 
Keynote Speaker: 
Dr. Kenneth Clark 
(Distinguished Professor of Psychology Emeritus of 
the City College of the City University of Mew York) 
8:00 p.m. Main Auditorium 
University Hall 
"The   Brown  Decision:  Implications   for Change  in  American 
Education" 
Tkt tonfcwnct «M tddrea higher cducKnn'i rommltmtrK lo the RecognKkm of 
ElMc Muriliirn md u> rwd for eipmdino. the muMcuHural dimeMtom of Hi 
curriculum. 
News Briefs 
Debt limit raised to $1.9 trillion 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The government's latest fiscal mess 
was temporarily cleaned up yesterday after the House gave 
final congressional approval to interim legislation raising 
federal borrowing authority - the national debt limit - to $1.9 
trillion. 
With no debate and only about two dozen members present, 
the House, on a voice vote, approved the legislation that 
postpones a credit crunch through Dec. 6 by raising the 
government's $1,824 trillion line of credit by $80 billion. It now 
goes to the White House for President Reagan's expected 
signature. 
The Senate passed the measure on a voice vote Wednesday 
»*»ate Majority Leader Robert Dole, R-Kan.. said the action 
would "relieve the president of any burden while he was at the 
summit" next week with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev. 
Ireland, Britain to sign pact 
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) - Ireland and Britain approved a 
historic agreement yesterday giving this Roman Catholic 
nation a formal voice in governing the troubled, Protestant- 
dominated British province of Northern Ireland. 
Protestant hard-liners immediately condemned the accord 
as "a recipe for war" and vowed to withdraw support for the 
Northern Irish administration. 
The pact was endorsed at separate meetings of the Irish and 
British Cabinets and is expected to be signed by Prime 
Ministers Margaret Thatcher of Britain and Garret FitzGerald 
of Ireland at a summit today. 
It is the most important initiative on Northern Ireland since 
1974, and is designed to help pacify a strife-torn region where 
more than 2,450 people have been killed since a centuries-old 
Catholic-Protestant conflict flared anew in 1989. 
Official's apology ends crisis 
TEL AVTV, Israel (AP) -Ariel Sharon gave Prime Minister 
Shimon Peres an apology of sorts late yesterday for criticizing 
his policies, thus ending a crisis that nearly brought down the 
coalition government, other Cabinet ministers reported. 
The prime minister said Wednesday he intended to fire the 
outspoken Sharon, who is trade and industry minister. Sharon 
had accused him of conducting secret peace negotiations with 
Jordan and Palestinians, and following policies that would 
"cost a great deal of blood." 
"The affair is over since Sharon addressed all the points 
raised by the prime minister," Education Minister Yitzhak 
Navon of Peres* Labor Party said on Israel television. "As far 
as we're concerned, there is regret or an admission that he 
either had not meant it or retracted the position he took." 
♦ *VJ-T-'S PIZZA \ ♦ **     CARR Y OUT 
A 
4> Pizza for Penny Pinchers 
T 10" cheese        only $1.75 
4j> 14" cheese        only $2.75 
♦ 16" cheese       only $3.75 
♦ 12" French Bread Pizza $1.75 
Pick up only 
♦   *    *    405 Thurstin 352-5475 
THESIS SPECIALISTS 
You've done your best on your thesis. Now relax while 
we do ours. Kinko's will copy your dissertation quickly, 
atfordably and very carefully for a thesis that you can 
submit with pride and confidence. 
kinko's 
354-3977 
325 E. Wooster 
Hours: 
ft-TH 7 ML-ia •.■ 
Frl I... tp« 
Srt.4i.a-i pa 
Sm Hm I ».■. 
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BG beats Yugoslavs 
Booker 
stars in 
exhibition 
by Ron Fritz 
sports reporter 
If last night's exhibition 
game was any indication. 
Bowling Green basketball 
coach John Weinert's vow for 
a balanced scoring attack 
could become a reality this 
season. 
Five Falcons scored in dou- 
ble figures as BG held off a 
late rally by Smelt-Olimpija 
to down the Yugoslavian club 
team 104-99 last night in An- 
derson Arena. 
Junior guard Frank Booker 
led the Falcons with 28 points, 
while senior guard Brian 
Miller and sophomore center 
Steve Martenet added 14. Ju- 
nior forward Jim Smith 
chipped in 13 points and soph- 
omore forward Anthony Rob- 
inson had 10 for BG. 
"This season we're stres- 
sing playing as a unit," 
Booker said. "There will be 
no superstars on this team. 
No one will be bead-and- 
shoulders above the rest. I 
was lucky enough to get 28 
points tonight" 
THE FALCONS raced to a 
52-42 halftime lead due, in 
most part, to their fastbreak. 
BG scored 24 points in the 
first half off the transition 
game and shot 24 of 40 from 
the floor for a blistering 60 
percent. 
"Our transition game 
worked very well." Weinert 
said. "Our strength this year 
is speed and I think tonight 
we showed that we could 
run." 
Smelt-Olimpija coach 
Janez Drvaric, whose team is 
now 1-2 on its United States 
tour, said BG was the quick- 
est team they've faced. 
"Bowling Green has been 
the fastest team we've faced 
so far," Drvaric said. "And 
for a small team, they jump 
extremely well." 
Despite the fact Smelt- 
Olimpija was three to four 
inches taller at each positon, 
the Falcons outrebounded the 
Yugoslavians, 44-27. 
BG took control of the game 
early in the second half when 
in a two-minute stretch, the 
Give me that! *> NeWJoe PhcUn 
Bowling Greens Brian Miller tries to swipe the ball from Smelt 
Ollmplja's Matjaz Tovornik during the Falcons' 104-99 exhibition win 
over the Yugoslavian touring learn last nighl In Anderson Arena. The 
BG cagers open the regular season at home against Akron Nov. 30. 
Falcons outscored Smelt- 
Olimpija 11-2 to take a 65-48 
lead at the 15:57 mark. 
BOOKER IGNITED the 
rally with at 17:40 when he 
picked up a loose ball and 
drove for a layup to put BG up 
56-46. Point guard Jeff Shook 
then followed Booker's layup 
with one of his own on a 
fastbreak. Booker added an- 
other score f ollowinga Robin- 
son steal to give the Falcons a 
14-point advantage. 
Smelt-Olimpija guard 
Pavle-Polanec nailed a 
jumper, but Robinson drilled 
a lWooter and added a foul 
shot to complete a three-point 
play. After a Yugoslavian 
miss, Booker hit an 18-foot 
jumper to increase BG's lead 
Led by forward Slobodan 
Subotic, Smelt-Olimpija 
slowly chipped away at the 
Falcons' advantage and with 
9:55 cut the lead to 76-68 on 
Subotic's hook shot. However, 
Booker scored nine points 
down the stretch as BG held 
on for the victory. 
SUBOTIC LED the Yugo- 
slavians with 21 points. Pola- 
nec, Jure Zdovc, and Zarro 
Diurisic each scored 14. 
Drvaric said his team was 
tired after traveling from 
Chicago all day, arriving in 
BG just before game time. 
"We're not used to travel- 
ing such long distances before 
a game," be said. "We 
usually get to a game four 
hours before the start. We 
really looked like we were 
tired." 
Weinert said the experience 
of playing against a team 
with older players, some as 
old as 27, was beneficial to the 
Falcons. 
"We played well against a 
team that has been together 
for 743 years," he said. 
Bowling Green 104 
Smelt Olimpija 99 
Bowling Green 52-52—104 
Smelt Olimpija 42-57—99 
HIGH SCOftMS: 
I. Mill..  14. Mart«n«t 14. Smith •G 
IS, 
SMflT OLIMFUA - fcfcotM 31. Zfltoyc 14. folwt«c 
14. DkMtak 14. Tow* 13 
AmmdaM*: 4.7* (numtmkd) 
The rivalry continues 
Falcon win would clinch MAC title, Cal Bowl trip 
by Tom Reed 
assistant sports editor 
Toledo versus Bowling Green. 
Just mentioning the con- 
frontation can stir waves of 
emotion which are as powerful 
as those in the Pacific Ocean. 
Bowling Green coach Denny 
Stolz said if the Falcons can 
subdue the former they may 
soon be surfing on the latter. 
"It is a very emotional game 
for both teams," Stolz said. "But 
we're trying to approach this 
game as just another Saturday. 
We can't get too emotional, it s 
important to stay on an even 
keel and not make mistakes." 
Tomorrow, at Doyt L. Perry 
Stadium, the 9-0 Falcons can 
clinch the Mid-American Con- 
ference title and earn a trip to 
the California Bowl with a win 
over their arch-rivals. 
But telling the Falcons not to 
get excited about tomorrow's 
game is like asking a five-year- 
old to sleep-in on Christmas 
morning. 
"I hate Toledo," defensive 
tackle Vlnce Villanucci said. "I 
want to beat Toledo 994) and 
when the score is 994), I want the 
first team defense to still be on 
the field." 
IF BG IS to fulfill Villanucci's 
far-fetched wish it will need a 
BIG day from senior quar- 
terback Brian McClure. 
However, while McClure has 
terrorized almost every MAC 
foe at least once in his career, 
he's enjoyed little success 
against Toledo. 
In his three previous encoun- 
ters with the Rockets, McClure 
has thrown only one touchdown, 
while being intercepted seven 
times. 
At the start of the year, Mc- 
Clure set two goals. He could 
accomplish both tomorrow. 
"There are only two things I 
really want to do," McClure 
said. "And that's to win the MAC 
championship and beat Toledo. 
Toledo is the only team I've 
never beat." 
The way UT was playing three 
weeks ago, a win tomorrow 
could've almost been guar- 
anteed. The Rockets sported an 
04 record in the MAC. But re- 
cent wins over Northen Illinois 
and Central Michigan have 
boosted the Rockets' outlook. 
"We have struggled all sea- 
son, but last week's win over 
Central (10-7) was a big shot in 
the arm." Toledo coach Dan 
Simmrel said. "That gave us the 
momentum we needed to play 
BG." 
ONE REASON for the Rocket 
revival is the recent change at 
quarterback. Sophomore Bill 
Bergan replaced A.J. Sager 
three weeks ago and instilled 
new life in the impotent UT 
offense. 
"Bergen has done a nice Job," 
Stolz said. "He is also more 
mobile than Sager and I under- 
stand the change." 
Although the offense has im- 
proved, the defense is still the 
key to the Rocket's success.       . 
"There whole philosophy re- 
volves around defense, Stolz 
said. "Though they haven't had 
a great year, their defense is as 
good as it's ever been." 
The Rockets are ranked sixth 
nationally in total defense and 
ninth against the pass. 
Defensive end Bob Beeman 
leads the stingy Rocket defense 
with 10 sacks this vear. 
The Rockets' defense has been 
the (tedding factor in the last 
three victories over the BG. 
Toledo has yielded just a touch- 
down and four field goals to the 
the high-powered Falcon of- 
fense. 
WHILE IN THE past, BG has 
appeared snake bitten by the 
Rockets defense, this year BG 
will counter with a rattler of 
their own. 
Flanker Greg "the Rattier" 
Meehan said this year a mature 
Falcon offense will find the end 
zone. 
"Well put points on the 
scoreboard," Meehan said. "We 
have a very poised offense, I 
don't think they can shut us 
down. I'm excited about the 
chance to win the MAC at home. 
I want to see the goal posts come 
down." 
Red-hot Broncos 
to challenge icers 
Western Michigan's Dan Dorion is hoping three times is a charm. 
For the past two weeks, the opposing teams' highest scorer has 
left the first period of the first game against Bowling Green with an 
injury. Dorion, the Broncos' offensive catalyst, leads WMU into 
tonight's game in the BG Ice Arena at 7:30. Saturday's game will 
also be in the Ice Arena. 
The Falcons are coming off of a non-Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association split with Clarkson while WMU swept league foe Ohio 
State in Columbus. 
BG head coach Jerry York said that the Falcons are not in an 
enviable position. 
"We get back to league play with a hot team in Western Michigan, 
who is coming off an impressive road sweep over Ohio State, he 
said. "We understand what type of task is in front of us." 
Bowling Green leads the overall series 36-12-1 although the teams 
have identical 6-6-1 marks over the last seven meetings. Last year 
the Broncos won three of four meetings, winning both games in BG 
last year. 
Goaltending is WMU's main question mark, especially with the 
graduation of Glen Healy. Sophomore Kevin McCaffrey (2-3, 3.61 
goals against average, 89.5 save percentage) and freshman Bill 
Horn (4-1,4.13 GAA, 86.9 SP) will most likely split time in the nets 
this weekend. 
BG goalie Gary Kruzich and the Falcon defensemen will have 
their hadns full with Dorion (10 goals-11 assists-21 points), who leads 
the Bronco offense with help from Stuart Burnie (7-7-14) and Troy 
Thurn (64J-12). 
The Falcons' attack continues to rely on senior Jamie Wansbrough 
(10-14-24) and sophomore Paul Ysebaert (4-16-20). 
BG is currently third in the CCHA with a 6-2 ledger, 7-3 overall, 
while Western is tied for fourth at 4-4 (6-4). 
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Large 2 Item Pizza 
$5.95 
■ I 
l 
^ 352-3551        We Deliver        352-3551 f 
kinko's PROCESSING BY FOTOMAT LABS 
FILM DEVELOPING 
3V2" SINGLE PRINTS 1.99 
only 2.69 
only 3.99 
only 5.99 
12exp. 
15 exp. 
24 exp. 
36 exp. 
only 
325 E. Wooster 354-3977 
112 S. Main, Downtown 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Phone 354-3098 
DATE PARTY? 
Come In And Save On Date Party Favors! 
We Do Custom Embroidery and Silk Screening 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR BGSU STUDENTS 
A Comprehensive Health Care Plan 
From The Leader 
The Blue Cross Plan has been serving Bowling Green State University 
students for nearly 20 years. And we've designed our Student Plan to fit your special 
needs and budget, with affordable rates that are guaranteed for a full year. 
Since the Blue Cross card is recognized everywhere, efficient medical care 
delivery and claims processing are assured. 
We'll be happy to send you more information — just fill out the coupon below. 
Or call or stop by our downtown Bowling Green office. We're pleased to answer 
your questions about this special student coverage. 
I Blue Cross 
Of Northwest Ohio 
CARRY THE CARING CARD* 
Bowling Green Office — (419) 352-5981 
Blue Cross of Northwest Ohio 
Bowling Green District Office 
315 N. Main. Suite B 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
Please send more information and an application for the Blue Cross Student Plan. 
Name: Age:. 
Street Address: - 
City:  State:. 2ip:. 
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Puff's  ! 
Pizza S 
Large 2 Item 
Pizza $5." 
Inside $5.M 
jKBOflW 
! 352-1596! 
we deliver 
| 440 E. Court { 
\ Exp. 11/17        / 
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CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
AW YOU TWED OF TOi MMI OLD, sWtaMQ 
SUNOAY NNHTtT I you sre.. nab tha 
Sunday better by coming to the Human Serv- 
cee CU Milling, Sunday New 17 « 7.30 
p m The tanaYig we: be m me Lving Center of 
m. Hem Ec burking ralisohrnenle arl be 
I 
OSEAI nut meeang ■ WM.. Nov 20ttl M 
Stt) ti 121 WHI Hel w. we M raving • 
pm raacuaiion wan curent md past student 
•• •BOSU TRIVIA CONTEST- • • 
Nov. 20at 7.30 pm In the N E Common* 
AppfcaHom i sssfill at the from desk ol al 
dorms, fraternity end aorontv chepter meeBnge. 
ind In the on ampul rraabox room Have ■ lot 
ol tun mini wtmavj SSI' 
Cnrnkaf Justice Organization meeting, TUM . 
November 19 « 8 00 pm >l 102 Hun TNI 
wl be our ast m—Bng lot mi til aemoeter 
GredueM Studont TrMe Conteet 
Mono*, Nov 18, 9 00 pm . Qrand Balroorn. 
Union  Entry Deader*   5:00 Frl. Nov   15 n 
OSS onto*. 3rd Boor. McFssV 
Hoy Baeketbal Fm- 3-ON 3 BASKETBALL 
SPREE a coming tooni Watch lor more detaia 
■bout how you cm enter md wm"  
Jewtah Students Oroup. Sfabbet Services 
Frtdiy ivmlng. 6 00 pm. vi the Faculty Lounge 
ol til Student Union. Cat Bruce KotHar tor 
nfevrtaoon. 354 8420. Phenology Dept 
IM.TICtXTUajl.1 SYMPOSIUM ON APPRE- 
CIATING ANO UteOCfUTANDtNG ART- KEY- 
NOTE A0OWUBY W. MHO OAVIt, FRIDAY, 
NOV. It, 7:JO. OHM FILM THEATRE; NOV. 1> 
«UWO»IUa1 WORKSHOPS. 
ALL ARE WELCOME!  
Unotvgraduarl Alumni 
Aeeoclatton 
Announces a leelured speaker President Paul 
Otftcamp tor us next milting— Monday No- 
vembor 18 Members shouk] ba at ma MHati 
Alumni Center el 6 15 lo Mva KEY picture 
taken Ai others ntoreslod In meeting Preei- 
dant Otecarnp mould arrive at 645 
WANT TO BE THE NEXT MISS BGSLI? 
THEN COME TO THE CONTESTANT MEET- 
NO ON SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 17 AT 6 PM IN 
THE FACULTY LOUNOAJNION' 
Woman tor Woman and T-l-T-N co- 
in imn praaaM SPEAKER Ann McDonald 
"DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND WIFE 
SATTERMO: A SERIOUS PROBLEM" 
Man., Nov. It, 7 JO p.m., 
Campus Room, Union 
Woman In Communlcatlona. hie a sooneonng 
• Marketing Research Samvw. Nov 18.1885 
at 7.30 p m In the Alumni Room — Union 
Tom Karplnaki md Jack! Vanzal, DVectors ol 
Marketing at Pirkvtew Hoeprtal Ml rjacuaa 
xa hoaprlal marketing strslega* Almators 
LOST AND FOUND 
Loot Lev! red-lag Ran racket and Gamma Phi 
Beta key Cham « keys at Boer Daat m Northeast 
commona Saturday right — vary Important thay 
are returned Reward ottered Cat 372-4995 
or 372-2387 
Milling tram car In Flret United Methodat 
Ouch parking lot Gray book bag wan Unfv 
books t notes Aho overnight bag with many 
personal rteme including games & keys RE 
WABO' Cal Tauraa at 354-0704 
LOST:  OoM bracelet  Met  Friday  night.  It 
mum lo Pay It SH-2011. 
RIDES 
•JOE NEEDED HELP! please I NEED A RIDE 
TO MUMI UNIV. NOV 16-17 WILL HELP PAY 
FOR GAS PLEASE Cal Carol at 372-1520 
ROERS WANTED TO AND FROM LA- 
FAYETTE. IV OR POINTS IN BETWEEN 
MOST WEEKENDS. CALL R COORS 352- 
1520 AFTER 8 00 PM 
SERVICES OFFERED 
PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregancy 
. Objective tab. Cal NOW 354 
HOPEI4873) Hour! M. Th 12-8 p m ; T. W 
10-2 pm, Sal. 12-2 p.m.  
Typing service 
832-1481 
TYPING 
PAPERS      THESIS      DISSERTATION. ETC 
372-2281       
Wl do typing 
Cal Lode 
354 2218 
PERSONALS 
Winter Bike Storage 
Optional Pickup t Delivery 
Cat H, N-F. JS2-SSM. LC I SS 
ASK A PHI DELT WHAT HAPPENED 
 MAPPaV 1M1  
VOTE 
JOHN NEHRENZ 
FOR ACGFA 
TOOAY 8-9 LsNON FOYER 
VOTE 
Alee. m> io glad to have you lor my ma. Keep 
up t* good work on your queues TM PROUD 
OF YOU! 
LOVE YA. YOUR BM SB AMY 
ALPHA OELTS 
FORMAL IS ONLY 22 
0AY8 AWAYl 
FW8T ITS DOWN THE 
ISLE AND THEN TO 
IIPORTSrOEII 
DONT MISS rri!  
Alpha Xis Oat axcaad tor our fret Ma to- 
gether- wa an! What an unbeatable corrvbna 
•on- Alpha w ■ and Dee Oaeel Carl we* « 
Love, The OaaOaaa 
Dellae.Po«*ll 
Love, thoFlefS 
Amy Batl, 
I am ao axcaad to ba your new ma! You're the 
Met SMJII And congraruatlons on your new 
onVa    I'm ao proud ol you 
Love Ya. Chone 
"Aahiey Beach" Bum: 
The IM Annual Moor Talgete wl ba greeti I 
can't wot untu the day finely gab) hare Lota ol 
Iriends. run t maybe even a bear? Thanks tor 
making my 8-day spices' 
I love al ya Purtchee, Pool 
A iiiolal thanks to Oeaise Lave**, Evatta 
Horton and the* social commHlm tor al 
their hart work on Aloha XI Jittrnl 'II. II 
was quite • aucceeil 
Lows, The Alpha Xl'l 
ATOeV 
GRAB YOU RED ANO GRAB YOUR STRING 
CAUSE  WE'RE  GONNA  DO THAT  PARTY 
THWQ GET PSYCHED FOR TONIQHT. 
ATTesaTOst SETA LITTLE StSSES 
AND THE*. DATES, 
OET READY FOR A WILD*CRAZY DATE 
PARTY   TONKsHTI   "PARTY   TH   YOU'RE 
NAKED!"  
t ATTENTION CELTS 
Mark. David. Stave. Ralph. Bran. Hank. Jon, 
Gary. T C . Lane. Paul, oh yeah, and Tanner. 
Chee Omunga has arrtvad at tost Be prepared 
to have an unlorgetable fxest1 We'l ba dancing 
and iimrrxn'. whee drinking and lungs* |ulca 
alammin' So lets monkey around and have 
some reaiy tun. causa n the mngla. two can 
swing much better than one' 
Love Your Chi O Dales 
PS "We're ready to get out ol hand'" 
ATTENTION FALCON MARCHING BAND 
CCNGflATULATIONS ON A SUPERB SEA- 
SONI LETS SHOW TOLEDO WHAT TIGERS 
WE ARE! YOU GUYS ANO GALS ARE THE 
GREATEST! 
THANKS FOR THE GREAT TIMES, KELLEY 
Attention Kappa Stoa. SAE's and Alpha x.'s 
We're ready tor the ultimate tour-wey' Put on 
your boxers and get ready lor the best tea ever' 
Love, The Dae Gees 
ATTENTION PHI OELTS SAC. THE BIG GUY, 
PHI KEIA TOM.  DAVE. TOM. CORN DOG. 
MANKS. RICK. DAN. JIMMY. DOUBLE 0, LEE 
I DAN: 
ITS T»*E TO GET PSYCHED TO PARTY ALL 
NIGHT 
CUZ YOU KNOW THOSE CHIOS KNOW HOW 
TO PARTY RIGHT 
FBST TO THE TOLEDO/BG GAME WELL GO 
IN AFLASH 
THEN TO DWO'S WE'LL MAKE A FAST DASH 
TO  BRATHAUS.   HOWARD'S,   UPTOWN   I 
SUNDANCE 
THEN WE'LL WISK YOU TO THE ARMORY 
ANO YOU WONT HAVE A CHANCE 
THE NKsHT WrLL BE WILD AND WE CAN'T 
WAIT 
GET READY TO PARTY WITH YOUR CHMD 
OATEI 
LOVE, YOUR CHEEP DATES 
Attention ZBTa md ATOs- 
Are your ready tar a "NED HOT' lime with 
the Daa Zaaa tonight? Oat your Fk-ee llt...rl'a 
gonna ba • slrzHng J-weyl You'll know us. 
we'll ba wearing RED! 
     Love— The Daa Zaaa 
Let's snow Toledo what • real band sounds 
Mill 
Love, khe Flogs 
QOLDEN KEY DEADLINE: NOV. 21 
SEND YOUR APPLICATION NOWI 
Beer Blast 
Las! Blest belore Thanksgiving 
Get Psyched' 
Corning Soon! 
BG MARCHING FOXES': 
WHAT A GREAT SECTION! YOUR SOUND IS 
SIMPLY   AWESOME!   HAVE  A  FANTASTIC 
TIME SATURDAY. BUT DON'T BREAK TOO 
MANY HEADS! 
LOVE YA' KELLEY 
LOFTS ARE AVAILABLE! 
To order your loft for spring semester can 
LC t 88 MUSJS. 9-1. aW  
aYJSU FLAQ CORPS 
Conc/atiiarions on a great season good auk In 
your las! show' Wa rraaa ya' 
Love, Kety » Cm 
110 AMY PARADISO 
rm so axcaad Hat you're my tag I ooukjm ol 
asked lor any better I hope we gel lo spend s 
lot ol tvrta together Let's start thai weekend I 
LOVE MY BIG!!! 
Love, r Plane 
Bomr and Jane (OS) the 3 ol ue wa Itnaty 
caksbrata our 2nd annual 21M B-Dsy together 
with Peg and her men (put tva what where?) and 
you too Jerry (need a petow) rm sure we'l have 
s not- r! Boner stays save and Jane doesn't IM 
on her lace' Ba ready tor Sat whan DMo 
comas tor her dothee and Teffl learns OHnklng 
■pa awn her elders R.B. cased' Uae...? 
Fight   ?K1   ?GYS 
Love Smut 
BG MARCHING BARITONES j 
Thanks tor the BEST saeaon'ever" You guys 
•re the griMiatl! Pour I on Ml Saturday" 
Love, SklppM 
Bnm Parker 
Cheeoniurtga's ahnoal hara 
So get ready to pound some peer 
Tm looking lorward to Saturday right 
Cut ON Omega s an out a sight 
Your Chaa-O dale Kate 
•he BG victory over Toledo anar the 
the Coora Ught Beer Won' Brathaus game wwh 
CHEE OMUNGA 
CHEE OMUNGA 
CHEE OMUNGA 
CHEE OMUNGA 
CHEE OMUNGA 
Cheryl Tyson 
Gat psyched tor fas Sat- Good Luck' Thanks 
tor heng such a great Ma Ha and tnend' 
Love. Keren 
CHIO PLEDGES 
ARE PSYCHED 
FOB CHEE-O'tl 
CMOS 
CheeO regtit wl bo hara soon. 
But our party starts today at noon 
Saturday right don't ba Ma, cause 
us 40 seniors srl parry al eight. 
Love. Kel I Psora 
Chrlsay » Kelly 
You're Free!' Parry. Party. Party" 
(What about the other 2?!| 
taN,   flN,   r lotj,   nsrV 
On 
A year ago today you and I were on our way to 
Kentucky, virtual strangers One day War. I mat 
the belt gkl a guy could ask for Today I could 
never let you go And I never wrl 
I Al my love. Scott 
COMPUTER DATE PARTY 
SAT NOV   16 
4:30 to 8:30 AT UPTOWN 
$ I 00 lor ACM members 
12 00 tor Non members 
Oueillorre»ee airaaalll In 
Math Science Lobby TOOAY M noon 
CONGRATULATIONS' 
AMY McCAMENT 
YOU'RE FINALLY 191 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
LOVE YA. DONNA 
CONGRATULATIONS SYLVIA YOUNG ON BE- 
t*3 TAPPED tftO ORDER OF OMEGA' 
WERE SO PROUD TO HAVE SUCH A FAN- 
TASTIC HOUSE MOM I 
LOVE- THE SISTERS OF DELTA ZETA 
CON0MTULATI0NS 
JULIE rUYSURN 
and 
LISA TITTERINGTOrl 
On your newt, elected positions to the Alpha 
Dan Executive Board!! 
We love you, the Alpha DeHt  
CONGRATUUTIONS ALPHA DELT 
ORIENTATION LEADERS 
MARY JOFROLLO 
PATTY DEWINE 
JULIE RAYBURN 
JUDY JOHNSON 
WHAT SUPER CAMPUS LEADERS!' WERE 
SO PROUD OF YOU!! 
LOVE, THE SISTERS OF ALPHA DELTA PI 
Omoxaliiiattons to Alpha XI Road RaHy team 
tor your first place win In the Gamma Phl-FIJI 
road rally. Good tab otrlal  
(XXNGRATULATK5NS TO ALL THE NEW 
GAMMA PHI OFFICERS! WERE REALLY 
PROU0OFY0U 
LOVE. THE MOONLIGHTERS     
CC»*3IWi\h\>T10NS  PHI  PSI'S ON YOUR 
AWESOME   FINISH    WITH   YOUR  DRIVING 
ABILITIES. HOW COULD YOU BE ANYTHING 
BUT #1? YOU GUYS ARE GREAT' 
LOVE. YOUR GAMMA PHI COACHES. 
KRBTEN AND CORFBNE I  
Ceaoretulottona la the Gemma Phi nearly 
elected officers Christ), Assy K, Chris, 
Donna, Annette, Dertene, Corlnna, Sharon, 
Kathl, Sobbl. Karan, Amy Bath, Laurie, Sue, 
Wendy, Juke, Valerie, Tanya, Amy P., Msry. 
Sue I..JM. We heves greet yeershesd ol us. 
Laaa, Yoar asatani  
Deer Donna DiFiore end Matt Web 
Congralulollona on your Gamma Phi F» lavaier 
tvji Donna. What a way to tosow In your big's 
lootlteps Love. Your Gemma Ply Sutors 
Dear Little Meryenne end 
Psuedo Little Corlnne. 
N means ao much to mo to fane the has of 
you as Wanda. You an a vary bag part of 
•mat makes Gamma PM ao speclel to me 
Thanks ao much tor aM you've dona tor me. 
Love. Your bkj Carole  
DEAR rwCHARO ROIERT, 
HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY! I'm so glad you are 
going to share tr»s spscM day wtfh me' You are 
my Ma and rm • gad are are rrasung plans tor 
our future! Lai's heve some tun! 
I love you! Mane 
Debbra. Jen. Ntokl. and Chart. 
Thanks tor helping ma out when I needed you! 
And thinks tor putting up with rm! 
'  Love, Mane 
Debbie Mtax, 
Thanks tor being such a greet Ma! I couldn't 
have asked lor a barter KHe' Gel psyched, tor 
the run has kail begun 
lova your Big, Eavna 
Dae Oee'e. SAE's and Kappa Has, 
the Alpha Xl'a are looking forward to a Great 
tourway on Friday. Saa you there! 
Lova, Tne Alpha Xl'a 
tXANA WAGENER 
You are the GREATEST Little Sal Good kick 
Saturday aa you march your awt show ol the 
yoar! 
Lova Ya! Sharon 
Diana. You have done a rrarvetous |ob wrth the 
arrangarrMsnta of "1812" and now "St Elmo's 
Fire " CongrasuHiora! Wa are ao proud of you! 
Have a happy' Luv. your rooma  
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
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DIANE COCHRAN 
Good Luck m Saturdey's show' FTC.FTF and 
be careful with the hookey-doo and the rodl 
DIANE. 
lloveyouSmcogie'" 
Looking lorward to m exciting weekend 
Thanks tor comrng up. 
Love Pooka) - JOHN 
Doug. 
HAPPY 21stllRTrlOAYI I hope that rl s every- 
thing you want I to ba. Good luck Ms week- 
and. I know youl do wet. 
Lova Akvay. Sue 
Doug. 
Have a IsMastlc 21 st birthday' We love you 
ALWAYt, kaoky md me 
Enter the Brathaus (guaas the score conteet) 
between BG I TU and wm a Wason I 
OET TUCKED M BY A DOIII 
OOLOEN KEY DEADLrNE: NOV. It 
SEND YOUR APPLICATION MOW! 
GOOD MQHT. SLEEP TIQHT- 
THE DEE GEE PLEDGES KNOW HOW TO 
TUCK YOU M nQHTIII 
ORCQ A. JOHNSON 
THB GAME AGAINST TOLEDO IS GOfaG TO 
CLINCH THE MACIM PUNT THAT BALL BET 
TER THAN YOU EVER HAVE BEFOREI (IF ITS 
POSSIBLE TO IMPROVE ON PROFECTrONl) 
GOOD LUCK GREG I CANT WAIT TO 
WATCH YOU IN SONNY CALIFOfaNIAI 
LOVE YOU! JACO 
P S BQ-31 UTJ  
Guys Lev J Lee Cords S9 95-S15 95 
Oka Aaaort Corda t Dervrm SS 00-818 98 
Aaeort Ola DillMllI 86 0O-S9 95 
 Jaara N Thtnga 531 FUdge  
Happy 19th BkthrJay Thereea Drake 
Kant Saste Mud Lover 
Lovaya, Lotl 
Hey Mr   Hayes 
Don't    forgot   your    ovarahoaa    on    Satur- 
day   There COULD ba .aether" 
Hawkeyet B J 
It's your money — 
Have a voice In how fa spent 
VOTE 
LISA MWAOLIOTTA 
For Advaory Comrnfttae 
on General Fee AJocattona 
 November 16  
JANABOYSEN, 
AN ANCIENT CHINESE PHILOSOPHER once 
aakt, "Lai Ml a man's hair style, but the alia 
of Ma chub, ba the determining factor In Ma 
•■■WVaMSkM to A VMHMII- ACCOfOWrfl 10 • 
lllllMll, MsMy secretive DO chub report, 
Paid "OR. DONG'' Homyak comae in a cloee 
second to a guy names Hoknee. 
 llMoirah/, Conrudus Spankhis 
JNEELWOOO- 
I m so glad that you are my Una Sal Here's to 
al ol the tun we've had and to at of the good 
amee yet to come' Thanx tor being m enthu- 
saatle padga. a ctoaa friend. • good Manar. 
but moat ol al. lor fuel bung you. 
Love Yi' Dane 
PS. You make GREAT cookHa! 
Hey ■ sa. trope you're lawn a terrific cay! 
You're a great TBS " sa Good Luck Saturday 
Lova y. Your big. Theresa 
Jenrapoo DO 
Happy 20th Orthday 
 Lova. Darby poo poo  
Jenny "Bo Benny" Oavta 
This reeky a your specks day 
And I simply have to say. 
Because you are now 21. party, drink, and 
nut toads of turn Happy birthday to the beat 
big iver' I lova youl 
Keay the Bahama Marra 
Jody Heso.sk, 
ORO Have • happy 20thl ASM 
Ws sH love youl Keep smiling! 
He's oat there! Keep looking! 
Looe, Laaanna, Jsswii, and Lori  
Jon, 
Coatume party coutd've bam better Ann Arbor 
waa greet, but Chaa-O «rl ba AWESOME' Oat 
ready tor a fun-toad evening, Chee Omunga' 
Lova, Annette \ 
Kappa Dene's, 
were ready for a great time tha wiekandl 
Party al night. Friday and men. back again for 
more with our Toledo chapters. Saturday 
Saa ya tonight, 
Tha Brothers ol Sigrra Phi Epsson  
Kappa Gammas In thak 'lamas 
Put tha* hearts in the cheer 
To win the Bad Race Spirit Award thte year 
Way to ba KKQ Lova. TRI-PI 
KAPPAS: Congratulations Ksppas on lucking 
sway the Bed Race Sparll Award  
Kathy Madlgan. 
Chaa-o time a almost hare. 
Kick up your heals and give a cheer 
Yea and bake look ao grsat 
Aren't you gad that has your data? 
Lova. Your LI' 
PS "Areyou In Lover'  
KATHY YANKURA 
Happy 1 Bth Bvthdey' 
WatovoYal 
Chralopher. Chna, Tim, Oeda, mm, Peg » Lynn 
Kevin— Congrats on makmg Order of Omega. 
Wa knew you could do HI 
The Brothers of ATO 
KM 
To tha world's beet lecretary,  roomie, and 
fnand. Glad you ware part of tha team tha 
aaaaon. Thanks tor being there 
  LOW), In  
KKQ 
TRr*l 
SPkajTIII 
TFJ4*, 
KKQ 
LI Bob B 
"Hay eweeta'"- Hope youn eryoymg thla 
perfect marcher's weather' Remember "the 
sun ALWAYS shines on the Falcon Marching 
Band"- Good luck Saturday' 
Lovaya, K 
LI' Lode Freemen 
(pay attention ma Is lo you!) Happy "Utba 
Personal" and 1 % walk! H your birthday Day! 
Good Luck Saturday! 
Lovaya. K 
UoaShena- 
We ware proud to lava you repreeent us in tha 
Maa Ohio pageant We love you' 
Your Ajpta Chi Pledge Satan 
Utte Penny (Pee Paa), 
Squall, squah over Toledo on Saturday Happy 
Qued SCOPING 
Love Your Big. Mtaay 
Irioe Steve Ortmth: 
Hcac-cooble-ooople ehoople-doo 
 Lova. your Htna Chaao Data 
Lotl Wakira. 
You're such a awaaaa and I'm ao glad that 
you're my I aa" Keep erran' and ba ready tor 
more tun ttmoe ahead'! Love ya', Deoise 
PS. Gat Psyched tor Saturdays game 
MARCHING BAND TONES': 
HERE'S HOPING YOU REMEMBER WHERE 
YOU ARE GOUG SATURDAY' GIVE IT YOUR 
BEST!   CONGRATS  ON  MAKING   DRASTIC 
awPROVEMENTSI KELLEY  
Mary Arm t Tracy 
Cong/aruationa on being selected Orientation 
Leaders God tab the Ireehmen! Lova. Cindy 
MEN OF PHI KAPPA PSI- ARE YOU READY 
FOR A RED LIGHT AFFA«77 THE LADIES OF 
ALPHA DELTA PI ARE READY ANO WE CAN'T 
WAIT TO HOOK UP WITH YOUII SEE YOU 
TOWKaHTII  
HAM KAPPAS: 
Laaa, tha 10 Kappaa 
Tha semester has bean so busy. long, and 
kuskarkig tat I assay haven't ton you how 
much I core and lova you. Tha la fuel a token 
and imawlai of my lova 
Love Always— Kathryn 
MCHELLE MORRIS— 
Good luck Monday,   RoomrrVe' II ba Itwaung 
about you— aapacasty saxo my B-day a In two 
weeks' Just lake a daap brae!, ream, Men to 
Varaaora on a Hymn", and show them what 
you're mede ol' 
Lova, Dana 
PS Conalder yoursak hugged' 
PM OUTS - WE I 
MKE CLARK. JAMIE REISER I 
MARK RUSHER 
The sme wee long swelled 
but the night a flraay near. 
•he beet party m BG- 
Chee-O. »s raely hara. 
So watoh out dates, lor we are eel 
tomorrow right wl ba a party. 
one you won! forget' 
Love, your Chaa-o deles 
Maay. 
You're Ha beat and moat supporttva me sis 
anyone couM ever aak tor Keep up ma good 
work and always aland aa OH MY" Remember 
mil, tool 
Love In the bond. Dane 
My daring Mends Jama and Trad. 
Thank you ao much for that sincere note on 
Wednesday It waa much appreciated and I wl 
gat you for tna one day Happy Hockey Friday 
real 
Huh huh huh. Stepn 
P.8.  lack—  How's  Wayne  Grauky's  tttafr 
Toucha .  
New shipment ol Guys Lav! 
Jem Jackata Jaara N Thmga 
 531 Ridge St.  
•MTA, 
You've made a through tie weak and I knew 
you wukji Have a greet time at NO- took out 
JCMI Thanks tor bUng the boat roomie ever' 
Lova Yal- Marth 
Pancho ISa-aa)— Gat psyched tor a blow out. 
weekend bng bony cassbraaonl Frl   night- 
Nude Aarotxca. Sat - The Rivalry 
Marathon Party 
Hepp, 20th BktnrJsy! 
Your sidekick. Caco (Mat) 
PATTY VANYO, 
WE WISH YOU THE BEST OF LUCK DURING 
PAMCL ELECTIONS. WE KNOW YOU'D 
MAKE A FANTASTIC VP OF RHO CMSI 
LOYE ANO AO. T 
YOUR KD SISTERS 
PEACHES. 
ONE YEAR ALREADY! ITS BEEN FANTASTIC! 
LETS HOPE THINGS CONTINUE FOREVER 
UNTl WE GET THAT LO^CABIN IN THE SKY 
ANO LITTLE SrNGERS EVERYWHERE 
I LOVE YOUI 
ON 
PM DELTA THETA - CAR SMASH 
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 16. 9-8 
BEAT TOLEDO 
3 WACKS - S1 00 UNION OVAL 
PM PELTS - WE RTIsTlsatP, 
PM PSfs THOM t MKE: 
Ready for a fun weekend? Friday's tea and a rol 
m tha hay   HEY— Bataval Lova. Your Alpha 
Pat dales. Qayta and Trie  
PM TAUS, ALPHA SKIS, AND TM-OELTS: 
What a way to spend a Saturday, a day4nng 
taHgate party. Hope this can ba an annual 
Lose,, fjwlljappas 
QOLDEN KEY DEADLINE: NOV. 25 
SENO YOUR APPLICATION NOWI 
OsTT TUCKED IN BY A DO! 
RUSH TICKETS S1 
BG OPERA THEATRE PRESENTS 
"DOWN N THE VALLEY" BY WErSS « 
THE JUMPING FROG'' BY FOBS 
NOV. 161 18, 8 PM, KOBACKERHALL 
BUY YOUR RUSH TICKETS AT 7 45 PM IN 
KOBACKER HALL 
BGSU STUDENTS ONLY. HAVE $1 READY' 
SATURDAY  THE   18TH IS THE  DAY  THE 
TOLDO ANO SO TEAMS WILL PLAY 
TO THOSE OF YOU TRAVELING FROM T- 
TOWN SEW ARE FOR YOUR TEAM MAY LET 
YOU DOWN 
TO BG WE WELCOME YOU FOR THE NK1HT 
FOR OUR PARTY WILL PROVE TO BE QUITE 
ASIGHT 
GOOD LUCK TO YOUR TEAM ANO WE HOPE 
YOU SURVIVE 
OUR PIGSKIN BASH AT SOUTH COLLEGE 
0«VE 
 LOVE YA, THA AND MfCHELE 
Yoa party animals! Beet wishes for a euo 
CorrSaay rasas, tha Fleas (Wa love youl) 
SCOTT SNYDER 
FOR ACGFA. 
VOTE IM UMON LOBBY TOOAYI 
81 IF WRECK ED WITH A KAPPA YOU MAY BE 
ON NOVEMBER TWENTY THREE- 
ARE YOU IEAWORTHY?  
SK5 EP PLEDGES. 
NEOPHYTES   AT   LAST!   WE   KNEW  YOU 
COULD oo rr. THANKS FOR A GREAT B 
WEEKS 
SCOTT. JEFF, TIM 1 BOB 
SlgEpa- 
Get ready lor a tantaetlc weekend! We'l ehow 
those UT Greeks how to parti' Bowing Gram 
atytal 
Love. The KD's 
Just bacauae your moms mini home doeent 
mam chubs ant watching you! Happy B-deyt 
 Lova, Amy, Janet. Use and Hope 
Susie Burgman: 
Oxvatuabona cm being chosen Kappa Kspps 
Gamma's Pledge ol the Week! Keep up the 
GREAT workl  
THE ACCOUNTING CLUB 
B STLL OPEN TO ANYONE WHO IS INTER- 
ESTED IN JOININQ DUES ARE S8 PER 
SEMESTER ANO $10 PER YEAR APPLICA- 
TIONS ARE AVAILABLE M 332 BA BUILDING 
JOM NOW ANO MAKE AN INVESTMENT IN 
YOUR FUTUREI  
Then Cm Pledgee- 
Friday night a drawing near 
Thets Cm Pledgee I lots ol beer 
We Alpha CN Pledgee cm hardly waft 
Ba ready to party 1 dont be late' 
Lova, Alpha CN Pledgee 
TheaaCfaa: 
Tha Alpha Chi's are prepared for a "wHd I' 
owy" kawel 
Love, AXO 
TaaaFaohai, 
Saturday a drewmg near. 
Chaao a almost here 
So get psyched, it's gonna bo greet. 
Dnnkmg. dancing, pertytng. and you... 
I fust cal wait 
Lova, 
Tadd Hewfey and Brian Brlnley- 
Thaaks Mr oaaohlng the Alpha XI Football 
aasra Wa year. II saw a treat nanall 
Ta ear treat PIKE dates, 
AnssndOery 
Settles of booie 
Is what we'll carry 
Ba ready to party, 'M the rnornlng Ught 
We're eonne drink stl dey end dance si night 
Yoar  Chee-O  datee era  payched  ap and 
ready 
Ta get asM and craiy 
TR we're at unataady. 
Loaa, Yoar Ot-0 asaaa, Haot sad Juao 
@M£M$&§y2&=z^^ WSmltri 
t eft* SCTT UORW . 
OwH fJUfT, 
VOTE 
JOHN NEHREN2 
FOR ACGFA 
TODAY 8-9 UNfON FOYER 
VOTE 
VOTE 
LISA MRAQLIOTTA 
For Advaory Ccmmmee 
on Qervaral Fee Aaocatkxa 
Novamtiar 16 
WANTED 
mdMduea miereeted In raeporalba decalona 
about drkildng and driving.  There wl be a 
NEVER AGAIN mealing Tuea Nov 19, 7:00 at 
the Phi Mu House If s time lo gat mvofved' 
ZBT'S ANO DZ'S 
WERE LOOKING FORWARO TO A GREAT 
NfOHT TONIGHT ANO HOPE YOU ARE TOO 
SEE YOU TONIGHT. THE ATO'S 
QOVEflhswENT HOMES from 11 
|U rape*)   Also deknouent tax property   Car 1 - 
806-887-8000 Ext GH-9849 lor InrorrratTO. 
LSAT'MCAT-GMAT-GRE 
NTE'CPA REVIEWNCLEXRN 
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
NO 1 M TEST PREPARATION 
 |4I9| 536-3701 TOLEDO 
LOREAL SPEOAL EFFECTS - COLOR 
20* OFF THRU NOV 30 
GLEMBY SALON AT UHLMAN'S 
362-5616 
CARDS 
HUGE SELECTION AVAILABLE 
GET YOUR XMAS CARDS EARLY' 
Flora Originaa by Gregory Scotte 
818 E. Woosler 
362-6148 
CARNATIONS 12.15 DOZEN 
CAW-It-CARRY 
Floral CrrtrjYaa by Gregory Scotte 
618 E Woosler 
352-5148 
Rmmt needed 12/20-B7 Apt. private room, 
hast paid, tumahed. stove/ovw. frig Cal 
evanmga 352-4489 
Cat Jennifer Feohrar 12 5143) and wan her a 
Happy 20th BrThday" 
(Love Judy. Kathy, and Kara) 
STUFFED AMMALS FOR SALE 
LARGE TO UFESIZE 
MAKE GREAT XMAS GIFTS 
JIM OR DOUG 2-1547. 2-2159 
IMS FALL PLEDGE CLASS 
l^yngrstuatJons Guys! 8 weeks ol OILIGENCE| 
has Italy pad off We're proud to 
welcome you the the House with the Haerl 
THE BROTHERS OF SIQMA PHI EPSILON 
WINTER BREAK sklng at Sleomooot Springs 
snd VM from 175. or sunning M South Padre 
aland and Daytona Beach horn $99' Hurry, ca 
Sunchaaa Tours tor more information tol free 1 
800-321-5911 TODAY! When your winter 
break counts   count on Sunchase' 
WANTED 
NEEDED: MALE ROOMMATE FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER INEXPENSIVE ANO CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. CALL PETE  1844)117 MON.-FRI 
AFTER 5:00 PM 
II female r 
Close to campus. Big I 
Free heal 1 gas. 114-2104. 
One lerraie roommate wanted lor Spring Se- 
meeter. Apartment dose to campus 
Cal 354-1004. 
Mill Roomrrate needed tor Spring fiemeeleT 
usage Gram Apartments  Cal 354-0709 To 
FEMALE ROOMMATE lor Spring   1 Bedroom 
Nori-smolung 04*353.9504 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER ON E MERRY. 
PLEASE CALL 353-5304 
FEMALE IXX5MMATE NEEDED TO SUB 
LEASE 4 SPRING SEMESTER. $132 mu 
FREE HEAT 1 GAS. MUCH PARTYING 
SPACE PLASE CALL TERR! 353-3500 
HELP WANTED 
DELIVERY PERSONS NEEDED: 
Must hesa car. Apply 2-4 p.m. Mon thru Frl. 
No phone cats pteeee. 
DBVENEDETTO'S 
K you ska music 1 want to have fun while you're 
working — wa are now hiring al the fun place to 
be - Buttons Wa need bar help 1 floor help w/ 
rxaitJoneavassbie for si agae MuMbeataaet 
18. Apply In person after 8 00 p.m. daky 
except Mondays Buttons. Rl 25. North of BG 
GOVERNMENT JOBS 116.040 - 
S69.230A/T Now Nring Cat 1-805-887 
6000 E>1 R 9849 lor current federal 1st 
High School Cheerieeder Advaor. November 
thru March. Must ba aba to attend twenty 
baeketbel games Salary range $330 00 
406 00 depending on education and expert 
ence. Contact: Mr. Eric Myers. Athletic Direc- 
tor. Bearing Groan High School. Phono. 352- 
3678 Ext 240 after 10 30 am . Deedane lor 
anplcaltora a November 19.  
FOR SALE 
1974 Buck Opel Runs wa*. good l/m slareo 
cassette  1500 or boat offer 
Cat Tom 372-1937  
Cross counry ski sat 75 mm skHs sttached 
tWidbige. 130 cm poles, size 39 (woman's 8»- 
u) 180 Irm Cal 352 6833 
'74 DODGE DART. 6 INUNE ENGINE. GOOD 
COfxOITION, 1700 FIRM MUST SELL - CALL 
362-3149  
BEST TURNTABLE OFFER 
FOR   1100   YOU   COULD   OWN   A   FULLY 
AUTOMATIC   (ADC)   TURNTABLE     HARDLY 
USED FOR ONE SEMESTER  CALL ROBERT 
OR ADAM AT 362-1620 EXT 217/213 
'77 Monte Carlo 
1800 or beat otter 
CH 382-0962 
FOR RENT 
romea roommate needed to sublease targe) 
apartment Spring semester 
I cal 364-7008.  
Rom 1 mate needed lor 2 bedroom lurnahed 
apt. Contad Joe lamnaiuton al 354-1601 
MUST SUBLEASE MCE APT   TO FEMALE 
FOR SPRING SEMESTER    1I5.MTH   SUTIl 
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS 352-8943 
Bucassi starting Spring semester One bad 
room apartnanl, ijaasse pssd Ctoae to campus 
Cal 352-6709. 
1   room  efficiency.   Uasso*  pak)    Cloee  to 
downtown Cal 362-6822 
THURSTW MANOR APTS 
Has single room efftoancaa avsaeba lor spryig 
Very ctoae to campus 352-5435 
fiuraayaM lor one (1) or two 12) people 
on E  Woosesr tor Spring Timaslii Cat 369 
4783 tor 
Md tor Spring 
Fourth  and  High Fumahed apt 
1137 60 (rnckidee heat) par month 
Cat 362-4642 
Houaaa and epartmants ctoae to campus tor 
summer 1966 and 66 87 school year. 
Cat 1-287-3341 
"With This Coupon" 
nnWFORD! 
LOCK & KCV 
Your Fun-Time. Full-Service Locksmith  \ 
§■   Locked out - Don't Pout 
O 
•* Give the Lock - Doc a shout iH 
t- 
e 
3 I 
Save $2.00 
on your next 
car or apartment lock out 
353-7772 
proof   of   ownership   or    identification    required 
....—..With This Coupon......J| 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES! 
•SCHOOl SURPLUS 
•Bit* I WINE 
■HEALTH I BEAUTY AIDS 
•RECORDS and CASSETTES 
DISCOUNT 
902 E.WOOSTIR - NeiT TO T.O.'I -PHONI 352-3951 
SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 25 YEARS 
OWN MOM. IrBrU THUS. • to 9        Itl   1 S»l   9 10        SONO » r 10 Io i 
Be the first to 
choose where 
you want to live... 
Campus Manor Apts. 
Clough Street 
352-9302 
The finest apartment complexes in B.G. 
A big plus in location 
across the street from 
campus, near shops - and 
5 minutes from downtown 
NO LONG SNOW WALKS 
WHAT IMAGE DO 
YOU PROJECT? 
Before going to your next 
interview, get yourself going 
to the Hair gallery. 
We can style your hair 
to suit your career field. 
(HAIR GALLERY) 
352-HAIR Behind B.J.'s Food 
Emporium 
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MO 
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SESAME STREET IRI Q 
aRAOvauNCH 
MRTTER ROMRS IRI 
(BBFNI       8FORT8CENTER 
rruE-FRil 
mm MOVIE IMONI 
at* 
■J AOOOTT ANO COBTEL- 
bO 
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COUNTa IFRII 
OJ    HEADLINE 
■ aacBancrrY 
isarai   WORLD 
WOMEN (FRII 
■am    lll—l    BASEBALL 
man 
I TOR BANK aOKINO 
!i 
i 
CLAaa 
I a-a-1 CONTACT an Q 
■BAJOAW-B BR-ANO 
_    JOHMNY   MATHBI   M 
*)    VICTORY     OAROEN 
SsURVTVAL nutl 
• oa 
■S*NI   TRACK   AND   FIELD 
HUVIfWIMONI 
MM AUTO RACING rruci 
IfS*H> rrORSSSWW JUMP- 
ING (THUI 
maci MOVIE (v«oi 
lO IB 
©FPt*NlXY GIANT 
10:30 
■ m PRESS YOUR LUCK 
■ MR   DRESSUP 
• SALE OF THE CENTURY 
■ HERE SLUCV 
■ READING      RAINBOW 
IMON. WED FRU 
• SCHOOL   BUS   SAEETY 
QUIZ mil) 
I MORNING BREAK 
SQUARE     FOOT    GAR 
OCNINO(MON) 
• MAGK  OF   OB.   PAINT 
INGIWED. 
■ MECHANICAL       UNI 
VERSE (THUI 
(TMCl MOV* CTU€. THUI 
11:00 
• •   US    OPEN   TENNIS 
MM 
OJ    OJ    PRICE     IS    RIGHT 
(MON-THU) 
i SESAME STREET 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ANO* (HI 
MISTER ROGERS IR) 
TOO CLUB 
DO "T YOURSELF SHOW 
(MON, 
tWOTORWEEK CTUi. 
MAGIC  OF  VVATERCOL- 
«8<WEO) 
PET ACTION LINE (THU, 
ESPN)   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (MON, 
I IBM 
• EUROPEAN TILE VISION 
SERVICE  (FRI) 
rrua MOVIE IMON. 
tltSO 
■ SCRABBLE 
• AU. STAR BLITZ 
■ POWERHOUSE 
■ COOKING      MEXICAN 
mm 
■ KATHY'S     KITCHEN 
IMON) 
■ (MAT CHEFS OF NEW 
ORLEANS rruci 
■ JUSTIN WILSON S LOU- 
ISIANA COOKIN' (Wf D) 
■ ALOHA CHINA (THU) 
(ESPNI     HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY (FRO 
rn«a MOVIE (FRI) 
■ OA VI 
■ ALL I 
12:00 
■ ■ ■ NEWS 
■ MTODAV 
■ RYAN SHOPE 
m NATIONAL  GCOGRAPH 
BMH 
■ SURVTVAL (MON) 
■ SOUNC-STAGE (TUE) 
M NOVA (VVCD) 
■ EVENING AT POP'S 
(TWO, 
1ANDY GRIFFITH 
LATENIOHT AMCRKA 
KBPNI   AEROSrCS     SOCMES 
INMOTKJN 
m«MOVBr(wiD) 
12:30 
0 0  U.S.   OPEN   TENNIS 
(FRO 
■ 0 YOUNG ANO THE 
RESTLESS (MON-TMU, 
0 SEARCH FOR TOMOR 
ROW 
f LOVING 
I LOVE LUCY 
CSPH1 SPEEOWCEK (FRI) 
(CBPNI      AUTO      RACING 
MOM 
CSPXl  COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
(TUt. 
mwm BASEBALL (WEOI 
SSFN)     AXKJS     ERV1NGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (TMU) 
m*a MOVBI rrus. THU> 
12:N 
fTMCI MOV* (MON) 
ioo 
_  MOVIE 
D YS OF OUR LIVES 
MY CHILDREN 
A WALK  THROUGH 
THE 20TH CENTURY WTTH 
MX MOVERS IFR0 
■ UNDER SAL (MON. 
TUt> 
■ PAINTING CERAMICS 
(WEO) 
■ SQUARE FOOT GAR 
OENINGCTMU) 
9$    COMPUTER    CONFER 
ENCE     AT     WINGSPREAD 
(MON) 
0     MY      HEART.      YOUR 
HEART (TUE) 
INOVA(WEDt 
BISHOP  LUERS  SWING 
CHOIR      INVITATIONAL 
/TMU) 
KBPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (R) tFRtt 
BJSjMB) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (Rl (THU) 
1:SO 
■ • AS THE WORLD 
TURNS «0H-TMU) 
BJ PAINTING CERAMICS 
(MON. WEO) 
• SCHOOL   BUS   SAFETY 
ouizrruEi 
• MAMC OF OS, PAINT- 
ING (THU) 
3 DO 
ANOTHER WORLD 
ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
MOVIE (MXJN-THUI 
EVENING     AT      POPS 
BOM 
• BEYONO WAR SPACE 
BA8XJE trUEl 
fj STMOE THE CONTRO- 
VBJRBY OF PEN UNOCRCOV- 
MUFVRAlRUNSrWEDI 
• SURVTVAL (THU) 
MPM) COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
Nl 
fTMCI MOVIE (MON) 
2:» 
■ BJ CAPITOL (MON THUI ■ MOVIE (FRI) 
■ FIINTSTONES 
■ RIVER TOWN (FRI) 
KBPNI   TOP  RANK   BOXING 
(FRI) 
CBPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (THU) 
fTMCI MOVC (TUE. THU) 
•too 
■j • GUIDING LIGHT 
IMON-THU) 
■ CORONATION STREET 
■ SANTA BARBARA 
■ GENERAL HOSPITAL 
m WOOOY WOOOPECKER 
ft NATIONAL FOLK FESTI- 
VAL (FRI) 
■ COOKING MEXICAN 
(MON) 
■ SQUARE FOOT GAR- 
DENING fTUE) 
I ALOHA CHINA (WED) 
COMPUTER     CHRONI 
CLES (THU) 
CfiPNI HYDROPLANE RAC- 
ING (WEO) 
Mo 
■j M US. OPEN TENNIS 
CONTINUES (FRI) 
I DO IT FOR YOURSELF 
FOCUS FKM FESTIVAL 
(TUE. WEO) 
■ PORKY PIG ANO 
FRIENDS 
■ SECRET CITY 
4:00 
m   WKRP   IN   CINCINNATI 
(MON-THU) 
O CANADIAN REFLEC- 
TIONS 
■ LOVE BOAT (MON-THU) 
■JJ HART TO HART 
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OB LORN*  GREENES  NEW 
WILDERNESS 
OB   MOVIE    **H      Tha  Ba- 
■engan    I1B72) VVTBatm Hctdan 
ErtytefBorgrana 
OB KATMY-S KfTCHE N 
OfBPNI ROLLER DERBY 
10:30 
OB  SKIPfER  AND  COMPA- 
NY 
f FUNKY BREWSTER 
SUPER  POWERS TEAM: 
GALACTIC GUARDIANS 
i ROCKSCHOOL 
TO BE ANNOUNCED 
OREAT CHEFS OF  NEW 
ORLEANS 
United Statee and VVaat Germany 
horn tha Royal VRMar Fair. 
COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
GREAT  CHEFS OF  CMt- 
CAOO 
OB MOVTE * * VI Tha NakaB 
jL«r>gla IIBE-41 Chertlon Haw en. 
Eatanor Paftei 
OB AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Wayton 
Tonk Hart 
It.at Baty Joe Bhaver parfarmt 
RarJa Ma Down taey and 'Tm 
Jutt mn Ctd Chonk wl Coat 
fTMCI MOVIE #* VI The For- 
mute IIBBOI Marlon Brando 
GaorgaC Soon 
3:30 
OB FGA GOLF Kapehat Intama- 
■jonal TournamaM hoai round kva 
fromMaa*  Hevaaa 
OJ WORLD  OF  CARTOON- 
ING 
(ESPN)      HORSE       RACINS 
BJ) MOVBI *** H hhdmoht 
lot* IIMOIDoaDt. kta he 
neon Anaf a a-oman a rnantad 
•or   threa   monrAa   to  i 
■ COLLEGE FOOTBJALL 
Staraord at Anaona Stake SJaal 
OB) OREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Lena Home The Lady 
And Her Maaac" That Tony 
BjajnjSkStMMj    N-R 
2:30 
**1 naixn 
Scanen      HB-SSi   Ihaa   P-taa», 
M->A^Mok*t. 
3:1B 
(TMO     MOVIE     *•#       T«« 
VVaaka In Amdtar Town'   (1BS2I 
Kak  Deustaa   Earnerd G    "cd-i 
3:30 
MSN) BFORTBCBMTER 
4 00 
OJ MOVIE  **v,     Day Of The 
EvdOun    I1BBSI Oktnn Ford. Ay- 
thu>«ennady 
MSM   BEHIORS   BOWLING 
PSA Champttjrahjpa k-om Canton. 
OMaW 
tVnapoke  Cotra    Butttto  Bakt  at 
•rttaburgh 
at Houaton Oatrt  Lival 
ICQMMIJhHTV CLOMUF 
OJ WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN RE VIEW O 
OJ MOV*f •** Tha long 
■.dart IIBSOI Jaraaa and Stacy 
(each Oand and Keen CarraAne 
EthPM) RODEO Wnaton Tot* 
Team Rodeo from Catpar Wye 
MBBdJ 
(TMO MOVIE *#* »*atka 
Mama (1BS8I Rmkknrt huaeat 
Hoaar SrY-m 
1:30 
BJ)    HYMN    StNG   aaaactaont 
pertor mad by the Hymn Sang Cho- 
rut and Or chat >a a"ch*dt    Irene 
•armed   and   Sang t Maxat Song ■ 
m FABIAN'S GOOO TIM* 
ROCK 'N' ROLL The attrtga of 
Sat ItSOa and IBBOa are faa- 
ruFtaf ■• tha Baton houge concert 
aa-ah paHamtr-^t fry Chwok   Bar 
ry  LatJe Anthony  Chubby Check 
■ and leekty Gore 
OJOJ WALL STREET WEEK 
BBfeon   fratdman   dkaPaaaaa   aw 
tvtonomy and the -tow « raaana 
2D0 
OB   TALES  OF   THE   KLON- 
OBXE  An mtwntM   But untuck, 
•nan tana*  tan  iheuaand doaan 
tajpt to the hungry rianare f the 
■ MOVIE*** ThaThr-C" 
It AT (IBM) Dona Da, Jam*. 
Garner 
■ OREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES live From LaMttan Can- 
ttr Aaron Copland'a SBth Beth 
day ZaAtn kAahta and tha Haw 
Von Plakaatnonar. pay moacai 
awata  M  the  BE year-old  cetn- 
■ A WALK THROUOH TMS 
20TM CENTURY WITH Bt-L 
MOY1RS '081** rtaaaa. CaM 
WRFeara An aaarnMahan of Bhe 
IBBOa at a atna of aptymaam. 
anii try and caya'ormity g 
fTMCI MOVTE *•   LdeOnTha 
 «Bi    (IBB4I Aocart Lane 
nj   lAa-l   Mmatapp.   —at 
Artrknoo**. 
B   JO 
HOTLINE 
i and t tap to aw 
TflO 
■ BO MINUTES 
FUNKY      BREWSTER 
Pvnky  C ran at  a ray of  I 
OJ RBRLEY-S B*L* VE IT OR 
NOT! Cart and houaahcM appt- 
and tha C*nadwn a 
Barney! u*pn latlig 
OJ AT THE MOVIES Sched- 
ukad rtMttre Vahtta Haghkt 
IMtkha* BaryehnkO} Gregory 
IBnai). 'Fata* Prlch (Ryan 
0 Heal) Daath Waah III" 
tOavAw Bronaon) 
IOBc 
COR 
ALV 
I oo 
rrvbt. whe. 
hjaBta. -PO 
B:3D 
■ CM NEWS 
era an IB ritaion aurphja an tha 
ttaMbudoM  Q 
■SPN) NPL S GREATEST 
MCPMENTS The B* NFL Moat 
Vafcatte Pktyar 
1000 
OJ 01 FALCON CREST Lance 
c*>i»an* a portion of rWnarcli ra- 
ck)   ttataim.   Angakt artarnpta   to 
ptrchaaa Terry a land: Emma lent 
at     Ipve     "-th     a     arnooth raaVsng 
Vuok drnaar (Daraaf Cawtnal Q 
OJ  NATIONAL  / JOURNAL 
OB MIAMI VICE A rianan 
crwna boaa (Caarenca VVtBamt BB. 
praattmtd to ba dead. aii«a* it 
Maarn to raawya I BOO 000 tram 
a rcarmer ccaatygue 
• OUR FAMrLY HONOR 
The McKay* bacama part of a re- 
I CBS STORYBREAK 
I ONATION STREET 
TN  AND  THE   CHkP- 
MUNKS 
OB   13   OHOBTTS OF   flCOO- 
BY-OOO 
SMOTORWEEK 
SQUARE    FOOT    GAR- 
DENING 
(EBPH) MARK SOSIN'S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
11:30 
OB OB DUNGEONS  A  DRA- 
fKkDO VOEO 
-fTTLES 
PEOPLE.  PETS ANO OR. 
MARC 
■ JOYOFPAINTING 
(ESPH)    BILL    OANCC    OUT- 
DOORS 
TMCI MOVTE ** Oh Gocf 
You Oev. 119B4I George Burn* 
TadWaaa 
AFTERNOON 
1200 
■ MOV* ** 'ThaAtaneAre 
Conwig-    IIBBOI   Tom   Maaon. 
homLei**)  Md 
•EIO 
OB TONY BROWN S JOUR- 
NAL 
OJ aVBOVBl   ** ">     ir-eguard 
MB76I Sam EBaoo  Anne Arohar 
OJ FEVER JOURNEYS Author 
VValkam   Sheaaactcate    at.aH    rn* 
i MaAong horn Ho Cht BBnJl Crty 
(Formerly Saagpn) to the iwnptta 
of Angkor Wei  g 
4:30 
OJ  MAGIC   OF  OS.  PAINT- 
ING 
■ESPN)     WOMEN'S     BOOY- 
, BUILDING Htrasnal Owrrypajn- 
ehap* from Detrort  IR) 
SAO 
OB   MYSTERY!     Oaatth  of  tn 
Enpen   Wanna'     Datgattth t   ■> 
•aMtroetaon of Lommar t murder ■ 
hampered by two pat cat of mate 
daai ■ awBBMj Can't HaB Lo- 
«tn' That Man.'* 'FvtJjn TNa 
Moment On and Tha Lad, M A 
Tramp * 
0:30 
OB FACTS OF LIFE ToeBa rtaa 
io hrvj a dtactat way to at* young 
Andy      llataapTlRakl      Aetm)      thai 
aha a too coa to be hat gjratrwnd 
0 
MO 
OJ OB MOVC ** Vt hock, 
■'■ (1M2I Bataaaaai SktBona. 
Carl VVay*a*araV Wtjrtd heew 
yaajtaht   champtan   Rocky  Bafkoa 
i 
gram to ■ 
arwtructor (Chant* Hal) 
OJ LADY BLUE Mahonay •**• 
B:SO 
MINORITY REPORT 
KENNETH COPtLANO 
N*WTONS APPLE 
1000 
■ SVVTTCI*BACK 
■ DAY OF DISCOVERY 
■ NOVA 
■ DUKES OF HAZZARO 
■ WCkRKIHG WOMEN 
10:30 
NORTH COAST 
C-NEONON* 
tor the Common Men Byntpaw 
ny Ho 1 MM tha pramaa* of the 
orcheetra aaraaon 
ESPN) MtSL SOCCER Tacama 
Star* at DeBea Satk*ckt 
3:30 
■ CAPITOL JOURNAL 
3-0O 
OB OMtMOBfOS Frank Cotaman 
debattt athethar to etake hra r*p- 
utanon on a nt>eoraoue acaatiaan 
Ml SPORTSCENTER 
7 30 
SAVER 
up the tiara of aw Empe* State 
Buarkng 
OJ      LOVE AMERICAN 
STYLE 
ESPH) HHL  HOCKEY ItV-on 
tan 0*ara et  Haw  "on  Ranawt 
Srval (Subtact to bbtckoui) 
aSSBJ 
OJ OJ KAN*   Si  ABEL Baaed 
on    Jaffay   Arthar a   boat takav 
Two powartva bueiryjaaraaan - ana 
other t k**a Stare Sent He* Pa- 
ler Setuu Fred Ovavawa and M 
E*ar*Aarry  (Pan < Of i\Q 
OJMOVBI**^        UnfanatVM 
i 
tyofu 
mga< 
(TMO MOVIE * * v, TheL- 
(at Otwtvnvar OX" (1BS4) Own* 
■ aaton Yargo Vayagkt Bjajatfjo] 
by Hr 
FANTASTIC FUN  FESTI- 
VAL 
INTE 
11:00 
THBS WIEK MM ONTARIO 1 NT 
torn *om LOT- 
. IF art 3 of B) g 
OB STAR SEARCH Guett 
Johnlmar 
OJ PEOPLE. PETS ANO OR 
MARC 
ITMa MOVIE  ** H     Runnrig 
Brtna"   MBB3)   Paottay   Banaon. 
Pet Hangkt 
S:SO 
X MUSIC CITY USA 
SNEAK   PRSVBTWS  Jal 
Bay  Iron*  and  Mscneei  MadvtM 
Kra^fitt 
to aacfe do- 
ttnaan taVTonet R' Q 
B:30 
OB 227 Sandra BBS* har ■ ka- 
caaua. Kw wn«* ca- her co-nr. 
ar.«>atrx*ofiwg1>odk»kt 
1f>O0 
tjj)  HUNTER A  rvAhaaae mob- 
POR   tjHUT- 
tKaOS IRtCORPORATED 
A WALK TtROOOHTHE 
20TH CENTURY WTTH BaU. 
|   LOVE   BOAT  in  a   1B40* 
by fhe Haaa Staahan. Ufa. 
Otaro and Nathan Cook raawi 
at- g 
OJ MOVBI *** utrna 
MBB4) Tape. Hadntn. Saan Can- 
nery A man paTufaSaa to brea- 
the aiatrnng habNa of hta Iktpit 
OB ORSATSST AMER-CAH 
HERO 
(WRESTLING 
TONY BROWN S JOUR- 
NAL 
fTMCI MOVBI *** Styawday 
rtatMFevw (1B77) John Trtrn*. 
W  «aajnGorrwy 
11:SO 
I OB FACE THE NATION 
SKETCHES     OF     OUR 
TOWN 
fMEETTmPREBS 
THBS  WEEK   WTTH  DA- 
VaOBBwRaTOtY 
OB MARKET TO MAPaXET 
■SPM SRORTSCSNTER 
ret I marraga tottart 
OB MOVkE ** They MagM 
Ba Gatnta I1B7D Otterga C 
Scott. Joannatataodward 
OJ MOVIE **H "Jet FBat 
|1BB7)Jtahn Wayne Janet Laafh 
3:30 
« NFL TODAY 
MOVBI    ***       Gadget 
I1BB9I Sandra Dae   Carl IVben 
(Tftta MOV* *••> Pan* 
Totyes (IBM) Harry Oean Sten- 
ton  Haakttitt attnafu 
4 OO 
OJ NFL POOTtBALL Matnatptt 
VSxaja wDeeortLionttlr-el 
• PRAOGLE ROCK A ttalung 
roof cauaaa a praBtam tor Pa Gorg 
who t afraid of haaahte BU g 
OB  NFL  FOOTBJALL  Ragfonal 
owareat ot atarataa Or, Chaett at 
San  Ftarraaco ABara   San  Dwgo 
Chargan at Oenvar Bfoncoa. C*> 
Reaoaii c 
ojaduauonn 
yaat-otda 
gat Mteen pan- and par emat prat 
OB AMAZhHO STORIES In 
Mr lAasc a BBBB*JBB) meg> 
oen (Sat Caaaari aca* to a. 
nojmee to aaajwi hta tormet  ata> 
OB     MACGYVER     MaaByvar 
of the icniittam of Camra 
nroreat  g 
« AVENGERS 
PUTTIN ON THE HITS 
Up aynoad tandhyona of The Baaat 
Brc-thert Soul Man Sonny and 
Chart l Oa* You Baa* The 
jpokeon Fwaa 'ABC'' and Bar 
•M HoUtrtWodi 
fTMCI MOVIE  •*•    Saturday 
lw*MF*a*V      11B77I JohnT.awc*. 
II    KB*n Gorraty    A young Brook 
area*     (IBB!)  Charhon  ttaaton 
r,u.     ■-      -"""■■ 
I CAFTTOL JOURNAL 
BPBB   TRIATHLON  US   h» 
trvwnahtp It 
■wad  S C. IRI 
4:SO 
OB SS^kCHCCdaEBERS A «m- 
aPout hta aleafykt whan ha ktama 
m en ambitajua lacrtaart to 
w*n a m*a» dttttOB I I'll teal     h 
S:30 
OB ALFRED HITCHCOCK 
PRESENTS An maepad ■xmat- 
(John 
i WHAT'S NEWT SRI W*J3KINOCOM 
i! 
r 
Y*nge-*aek-ag plane: the Oannga 
ABC NEWSO 
■ HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
#BIJS»*fESSF«EPORT 
NTER 
MO 
CBS NEWS 
VTOEOHfTB 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTSRTAfNaSENT    TO- 
NtGHT 
i 
chare** g 
■SPN) SFSEOWEEK 
fTMCI MOVTE ** H   Fade Ta 
Slat*      IIBBOI   Dam*)   Crrwte- 
phrr   Linda Rarndge  A atat>rw»d 
young   rfiovtt   fin   rCTnrntta   miaj- 
dara at Bw guaaa and t*yl* of hta 
favor**) aoreen vwane   '•> 
ABC WEEKEND SPE- 
CIAL Th* Boko Caper Afta*aPI 
ad Baaed on Art Burftwattft takt 
of an AJncan goldan Hopard who 
artaartpta to aava hat apactta * cm 
ma 
MCLAUGHLIN CB»OUP 
COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
POCKSCMOCB-Fwyangtun 
danwntafa:   band  anwwjng  ijraB. 
Larry  Graham  and  Che   oofeun- 
dtra Haa Rodgert B  Barnard Ed- 
warda  Garaaia: Ctrl Palmar   John 
Ta-ytgr. Ian Peace 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:30 
(FABULOUS FESTIVAL 
STAR GAMES Sport* com 
pefrbon  featuring caat  marnbara 
tgrri     fakoon  Crawl EagM   la 
Erraatah   end    Tha Voting and tha 
Sar-ahna. round 
BprfJSR MAN  ANO  HIS 
BOO 
NEWS 
BS 
{■■NF  
CBCNEWB 
NATURE T1 I ha y*ar«ntj ao- 
ounfeiai and natvraaai **en 
Brockat on Scotland" t Ma of May 
a captured on htm C3 
I OJ STAR TREK 
VBETNAM: A TELEVI- 
SION HISTORY "Ftjat* vt At 
Hervi ISSB-IB73" VVhaa Aman- 
can and VwBwmaaa aoadart 
aktBhtri m battle dtptomet* In 
Pan* argued for lour yaara aaVoM 
makirag ptaci (A) Q 
Eh 30 
• EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
BERWCE 
10:30. 
OJ      COLLEGE      FOOTSALL 
Wanonatn at Grao State (Taped) 
11:00 
• ■••NEWS 
■ NATIONAL Cp 
■ RQCKY ARO PRMItOS) 
• WHAT S     HAjnpEhHNG 
NOWI' 
■SPN) COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
REVORT 
11lM 
12.-00 
• SPORTSCENTER TOOAV 
Meet* Cat*, Caatman. Jafwi T*t- 
■eh  Dan (^ughkn and Greg Fnait 
Catyektrva Browna 
OJ    MEETING     PLACE    Tha 
Rev*  Owen W CefBn and lAorkjy 
Botnvjftar   cawtatat   aarttoa*  Inatn 
A* Saant* Angkcan Ch*nah M Foa- 
■ OVVL  / TV 
Or  l~a if In iall a II matal 
aaw BBaa far an mared pakcan 
the Moot Out. fruavj. an ^natebat 
tpacaahp g 
• MCIALK>*IN(JROUP 
1*00 
• CFl   KXTTBALL   WMtern 
• MOV* «-»   "0» 
«. •MM FMM M8i aw En* 
INEWLYWEOGA 
BUSefaESB REPC 
BE ST    OF    SA" 
NfOHTLIVE 
■ M • A «S' H 
ORT 
iTUHDAY 
EMPM  PGA  GOLF  xaaeka, b. 
10:30 |   JINX   IMenaESB 
era caAminaorig ■» aavrcar and ra- 
vange •> thai San Fx*nc*too Bakat 
proakactaon tat to the rnttkM Of 
Bantarnan Brrnytn. 
I NEWS 
BURNS ANO ALLEN 
■MS    HARNESS    RACING 
>'*■«■■•   Ca-Rtn   Owmaaorwhtp 
Raca   Han*   are   k 
OB     AMERICAN      BAND 
STAND 
INEWSFROFfT 
CFlOCKETrS   VfcCTORY 
GVAIBDENfR) 
SSPH)   AUTO   RACING   San 
Ramo Refly from ttafy (R) 
tsJO 
i TENNIS 
MUPPETS 
OJ  FRUGAL   OOORMCT 
JtFJ   SjttBf.   prap aril   ccaja-ooua. 
• THIS WEEK  IN  FABLIS- 
MENT 
• NBC NEWS 
■SPHi SPORTSCENTER 
Mat 
) MUPPETS 
iREALFrSJHINO 
HE E    HAW   GUM t.    Gary 
Maama.  Sonny  Janwa. Don Char 
I18B0 
tNaTWS 
ABCNEWSp 
11:J0 
I  MOVBI   **♦    The Boy* 
(1B7S)    Gregory 
IEARLEBRUCE 
NEWTON S APPLE What 
raahaa a boawwranB ratum. Bat 
is; 
•   «l 
nMavaia._ 
■ ■ OOUD GOLD Ouaa 
Skavta   Worvltr     Kenny   Rotjar* 
KeoJ B Bw Gang, Sheen* (anon 
Adam Ant. Paul Young.  PM CoV 
kn* larnarvww  pan I of 21 
OB     MASTIFIFHSCS      TMS- 
ATRE    The Leet PHa* on Earth 
AmurvJaan rnakaa aaod *ma -th 
Slrbar twang btack bear* g 
MOVIE *** ThaEtraao 
Long Travafcng AJ-Slar* And Mo- 
tor Range (IB7SI IfyOaM 
earna. Rachard Ftyar. 
• FAA4E Or. IBaTy Huhwyl 
faaa n loaa *"th • faBot* atutfant 
who MO* out to be a heavy oe- 
OJ NOVA Chfd Sttrwyaf The 
SaBrtt Emergency ' An tytamaia 
■ton of UHCEF affortB to arnmun- 
t Ttard WOrtd coun- 
SCa> 
umbaaL-ry.a.rw.1 
OJ OJ LaFESTYLEB OB THE 
FSCH ANO FAMOUS Inter 
yiewt •**}> Jane "uaa*t and La* 
IWan*: o*aorwr. Adnan Kheahea/ 
9 t tj.thd*y party t tow of Para 
IPat X of 21 adyenturei Brooke 
KntSp. caktbritat* homae wah 
Pafjja rVtnaa of Archrteetu-ai  D. 
• WAR A COMMENTARY 
BY OWYNN* DYER Tha naad 
kt) Favd an ak*rt*W»ve to war a B- 
aat*atad by  a h**ory o*   arm* a 
SJ) BA TUROA V NfGHT LIVE 
Heat! Chevy Chaaa fckatrce) 
orwat     Swat   I.   ("A   Lav*   B>- 
KARFrRl 
BULL COBfTACT      tlMJ M*rVSl fWED. FM) BBjJt LL 
MM)M%S 
• P M    MAGAJ3NE An n. •••■«! 
•*■ w*h aw wadaw of one of the ■ DARK BMACK 
H«ry t atu. Arvaal C-V-   ma* c ■ WKRP IN CIR 
dar     i**tha»       PM     dttaravara OJ BURNS AND 
11 GO 
NEWS 
SfrtAOOWB 
NCBNNATI 
■SPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Hanaiii Fuanw* v* Rabarto 
Juarar at a F«wjr wahwneaaht 
bout   tcheduwd   tor    10   round* 
low -no. ttt   {Pan 4 of Big 
• FTV Gu*et rr*ca*e Jaokeon 
Takeoff* of Ward SokaTtoa by 
Oango Bcango and We But* Tata 
Oty' byStarrAvp 
OJ AARON COPLAND: 
SELF-PORTRAIT   Aaron   Cop- 
12:30 
• JIFFERSONS 
• NFL TODAY 
OBHFL'M 
• PORTRAITS 
• ADAM SMITH S MONEY 
WORLD 
ESPH)   NFL   GAME   OF   THE 
WEEK 
1:00 
• MOVIE*** r-wtoum 
IIBBBiClwmcartHaaton Laurence 
Oavar 
tanca Wond War I Q 
OJ FIRING LINE What Aba* 
Corporate Ftofa*»'' Guaata au- 
thor Man Green I The ChaBanga 
of Ifafdan FVcahtt Paatatctng Cor- 
tH*aaa awwrarrary I and Lawta 
l enrrtujn    pr**ac*ant   of Lafartvjn 
Inttrtutt a- Me* *or» 
(ESPH) POWERBOAT RAC 
ING Popayaa Cthahar* Grand 
Prat from New Ctwant  IR) 
oa-ayatB 
OJ    THE     E>tECUT»ON     OF 
PAYMONO GRAHAM Broad 
caat tve Jaft Fataty. Phakp St* 
kng end Kat* ha—J tier an that he 
tiorwkjad accoum of the atat two 
hour* at aha kfa af I 
• • MAS I ERF BICE THE- 
ATRE The Lett Piece on Earth 
Aoeld tVaariBaaa auccaeafuky 
mechea  Bw  South   Pot*  on  0* 
catmbar    16      IB H     ■   mcanth   later 
Soon real*** he haa kwt the nm 
(Part B ot SI Q 
OJ MOVW   *v»      Stood Bath 
(IBM) Harwt Praerwl Dorat RoB- 
ana   Guam at the horn* of t no 
ehekng takt* of th* macaw* 
• START OF  SOMETHING 
E4G Profaaa of Margan FaroNM. 
Baht   Jaen Kay*L  Chrwtopher  At 
taw  and  Donetd  0 Connor    the 
US USSR 
I INDOOR GARDEN 
OJ STAR TREK 
•x) up to 'i ore attpkanad by a penal 
of arapem inctutkng format U S 
HataOnpl Sacunty Aovtaor Zbat- 
BM Bviaatw*. Q 
OJ • MYSTERYI 'Daath ol 
an Eapart VVanaaa    DahF-eh fc* 
MMJIMMMM with this coupon""■■■■■J 
I 
i 
i i i 
$2.00 OFF 
Any sweatshirt 
or $1.00 OFF sweat pants 
FALCON HOUSE 
-nar«M*aVrta>s r*aaja 
2 2 
* 140 E. Wooster Bowling Green § 
I       Ph. 352-3610       1 
a    Downtown Bowling Green     « 
Exp. 11/22/85  | 
BjaMaMewwith this coupon ara at* aaa *L 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 East Court Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
(419) 352-4068 
COMPARE THE COST PER COPY...' 
MILTON'S 
ItliWI IM, (, B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
WHITE COLOR 
200    4.6 5.3 
500    2.9 3.2 
1,000    2.3 2.6 
5,000    1.8 2.0 
These are EVERY DAY prices 
for high contrast, quality offset 
printing (not just photocopies) 
on 20" 8 1/2X11 bond paper. 
HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:30-5:30 
IIUV MMN 
THIS WEEKEND'S ENTERTAINMENT 
OUTLANDISH 
MONDAY: NICK PAYNE 6 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBLALL 
TUESDAY: REDCUFF 
DART NITE 
WEDNESDAY: BERNICE-dN-ZE RIPPERS 
Slice & Diet Slice 2 liter SI.09 
Cains 1 Iber SI.79 
Balreichs 1 ib«r SI.89 
DoritOS 1 Iber S2.19 
Coke Classic B P« $ 1.79- Taa-Dapaak 
Rolllhg Rock Kegs 
Little King Kegs 
Friday /November 15, 1M5 II 
Celebrity comet caused chaos 
by 
Friday reporter 
In 1910, people around the 
world began preparing for an 
invasion from outer space. 
Much of the world was panic- 
stricken by the inevitable return 
of Halley'i Comet. 
The deadly disaster was sup- 
Cto occur on the 18th day of 
HaDey's was believed to 
come close enough to our planet 
to allow the earth to pass 
through the comet's tail, which 
does contain traces of the poi- 
sonous gas cyanogen, but not 
enough to do substantial harm to 
humans. 
Women in Chicago were re- 
ported to have stopped up all the 
windows and doors in their 
apartments to keep the gas from 
seeping in. Similar occurances 
were reported throughout the 
reft of the world - including here 
in Ohio. 
According to the May 14 issue 
of Tbe Plain Dealer, a Los An- 
geles man made a fortune sell- 
ing Hal ley's Comet death 
insurance. 
As the 18th approached, Cleve- 
land papers reported suicides, 
children being Kept home from 
school and people flocking to 
churches - all related to the 
coming of the comet. 
On Slay 28, The Plain Dealer 
noted that 500 comet-sighting 
calls shut down a telephone 
switchboard in Delaware, Ohio. 
Not all Americans, however, 
were frantic over Halley's 
Comet. Ethel Henderson of To- 
ledo said people from Northwest 
Ohio were just plain curious 
over the scientific phenomenon. 
She remembers scanning the 
evening skies in search of the 
comet when she was 10-years- 
old from the backyard of her 
home in Fremont - 76 years ago. 
Ethel has not yet seen the comet 
again, but would like to see it if 
she gets the chance. 
An article published in the 
Sentinel-Tribune in May of 1910, 
reported the earth was in the 
wake of Halley's tail on the 18th, 
although rumors of mass annihi- 
lation by the comet had not 
spread through the area. 
The article reported a Univer- 
sity professor had suggested 
that large quantities of air be 
bottled on that night in order to 
discover the composition of the 
comet's tail. 
"On May 18th we shall be in 
the tail of the comet," the pro- 
fessor proclaimed. "If you (would) like to bottle some of the 
air and hand it down to your 
grandchildren, they will have in 
their possession some of Hal- 
ley's Comet of 1910." 
In 1965-86, scientists plan to 
find out the true composition of 
Halley's head and tail by 
slightly more sophisticated 
means. Five countries, includ- 
ing the Soviet Union, have 
launched spacecraft which will 
pass directly through the 
comet's tail. 
The United States did not 
launch a mission due to lack of 
funding, according to University 
Astronomy Professor Ron 
Stoner. 
The head of the comet is cur- 
rently theorized to be a giant 
"dirty snowball. Including the 
«•' 
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diapnanous trail of spiraling 
wisps of dust and plasma 
thought to compose the comet's 
tail, the entire length of the 
comet, at its largest, is twice the 
width of the moon. 
If you spot the comet through 
a telescope or binoculars, you 
will see a fuzzy elongated object 
about one-fifth the moon's 
length. Stoner said, on a clear 
night, Halley's Comet should be 
easy to see right now. 
Proper viewing conditions are 
essential for spotting Halley's 
Comet: It can be seen only at 
night under clear, dark skies. A 
trip to the country might be a 
good idea, in order to cut down 
on the glare from city lights. 
An unobstructed view of the 
horizon is also optimal (Try 
Bill's Hill on the golf course.) A 
pair of standard binoculars will 
do, but since the comet is still 
pretty far away, a telescope 
would fare better until later in 
December and January. 
Until Nov. 18th, Halley's 
Comet will travel west and will 
appear north of the constellation 
Orion and just south of the clus- 
ter of stars known as the 
Pleiades. 
Under clear skies, the guiding 
stars and famous comet should 
be visible all night. (Detailed 
maps charting Halley'spath can 
be found in Sky and Telescope 
magazine.) 
Since this is the week of the 
new moon, this weekend is the 
best in November to spot the 
comet 
MW IMS-Mat IMS. 
Chart courtesy/Ron Stoner 
A new moon allows for a 
darker sky, and good viewing 
times will continue until the 
18th, when viewing conditions 
will remain poor until the begin- 
ning of December. 
If cloud-covered skies become 
frustrating to would-be comet 
watchers, the University plane- 
tarium will present Halfey: A 
Comet's Tale now through De- 
cember 18, Tuesday and Friday 
at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 7:30 
p.m. A matinee will also be 
shown this Saturday, November 
16, at 2 p.m. There is a $1 sug- 
gested donation. 
The most important thing is 
that you don't put off seeing the 
comet It won't be back again 
until 2061. 
Future Jobs 
(Continued from page 9) 
"By 1990, one out of ten college 
graduates will be needed to fill 
teacher openings," she said. 
According to Marvin J. Ce- 
tron, author of Jobs of the Fu- 
ture,- by 1980 one out of every 
five members of the work force 
wul be employed in a factory. In 
addition, mere will be a demand 
for over three million computer 
software engineers, as comput- 
ers become increasingly "user- 
friendly. 
"On the professional level, 
there is already a shortage of 
engineers in all fields," said 
Kroll. "Demographics and so- 
cial change will have a big effect 
on the future job market" She 
further explained that as the 
"baby boom" generation grows 
older, employment opportuni- 
ties servicing senior citizens in 
the areas of medical care, recre- 
ation and entertainment will 
abound. 
Kroll also cited a recent baby 
"boomette" as the reason for an 
increased need for teachers be- 
ginning at the elementary level 
and eventually trickling up to 
secondary education. 
Kroll also noted other demo- 
graphic factors such as shift in 
population to urban and sunbelt 
areas, more women In the work 
force, and dual career families 
as Important factors in today's job market. 
She also noted that, due to the 
changing demographic location 
of minorities, the educational 
system in general will have to 
adjust 
"As the number of minority 
youths increase, changes in our 
educational services will be 
needed  to  respond  to  their 
ExdtJng and Challenging Career Opportunities 
Master of Business Administration 
A small, highly selective MBA program has 
been designed by The Ohio Slate University 
to provide professional management 
education to students with nonbusiness 
academic backgrounds. This two-year full-time 
program 
• facilitates a high level of student and 
faculty-student interaction 
• has no prerequisite course work 
• is especially attractive to students with 
liberal arts, scientific, and other 
nonbusiness backgrounds 
• is built upon a tightly integrated study of 
foundation management tools and 
concepts 
• offers the opportunity to concentrate in one 
or two management fields through 
elective course work 
• is offered by one of the top 25 schools of 
management in the country and is 
accredited by the American Assembly of 
Collegiate Schools of Business 
Last year's graduates were very successful in 
finding career opportunities Examples of 
positions they selected include the following: 
• assistant to the chief executive officer. 
Midland Mutual Life 
• field marketing manager. Ford Motor 
Company 
• management trainee with an 
international assignment. Chase 
Manhattan Bank 
• assistant product manager, Pillsbury 
• financial analyst, Hewlett Packard 
• inventory control manager, IBM Corporation 
• account executive, Merrill Lynch 
• consultant. Price Waterhouse 
• management trainee with an international 
assignment, Procter and Gamble 
For a brochure describing this program and 
application information, please 
contact: 
Director, MBA Program 
Th« Ohio State University 
HI Hag*rly Halt 
177S CoWeoe Road 
Cofc—pm. OH 43210-1*9* 
614-422-S511 
The Ohio State University 
NATO. 
We need your support. 
And the truth is, you need ours. 
YOU'LL LEARN THINGS IN 
O.CS.THEY NEVER HEARD OF 
IN ENGINEERING SCHOOL 
Army Officer Candidate 
School (O.C.S.) It's a 14-week 
challenge to your mental and phys- 
ical toughness. 
It isn't easy. But you'll learn 
what's deep inside you. That 
you have what it takes. You'll come 
out strong, sure in your ability to 
lead, and in great shape. You'll be 
a commissioned officer in the 
Army, ready to exercise leadership 
skills civilian companies put a 
premium on. 
If you're about to get your 
degree in engineering, the O.C.S. challenge could be just what you're 
seeking. Callyour local Army Recruiter. 
SFC George M. Tuvell 
280 South Main Street 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
352-7541 
ARMY. 
BEALLYOUCANBE. 
Howard's club H 
* VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. it 
CRUC 
Friday, Saturday 
November 15. 16 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
unique   educational   require- 
ments, "she said. 
Another interesting trend that 
Kroll predicts is that people will 
no longer be able to choose just 
one career for life as in the past. 
"There will be a need for more 
career mobility and leas of a 
focus on job security," she said. 
Kroll listed several new job 
titles which experts believe will 
be in high demand in the not-so- 
distant future: 
• robot repairman 
• materials utilization techni- 
cian 
• computer-assisted manufac- 
turing specialist 
• fiber optics technician 
• laser technician 
• telemarketing script writer 
• geriatric social worker 
• genetic engineer 
• nuclear medicine technician 
• nuclear waste technician 
• home computer repairman 
Kroll said the University 
Placement Office receives nu- 
merous requests annually for 
students in the fields of man- 
ufacturing production and pro- 
curement management, 
marketing, retailing, English 
and technical writing, technol- 
ogy, financial services, and edu- 
cation, especially secondary 
science and math. 
Kroll also added that specu- 
lation that the computer science 
field is saturated is not true.Ho- 
wever, Kroll advised "students 
pursuing computer science ca- 
reers to broaden their knowl- 
edge about the organization who 
employs them and acquire man- 
agement skills in addition to 
programming skills. 
SUCCESS MINDED? 
You'll fit in with us! 
Gain valuable sales experience while in college and you'll 
be one step ahead of your competition when you enter the 
job market. 
 .THE BG NEWS  
is now accepting applications for 
ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
for positions starting spring semester 1985 
—COMMISSION PAID— 
Applications available: 214 West Hall 
Deadline: November 15, 1985 
\\ 
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Diversity key to future careers 
Helpful resume hints New fields 
by John Gliebe 
Friday reporter 
Most University students 
would probably agree that to- 
day's Job market is already con- 
fusing enough. But according to 
Jo Ann KroU. director of the 
University Placement Office, 
tomorrow's market will be an 
entirely different ball game. 
Kroll advised students asses- 
sing the future job market to 
monitor various forms of infor- 
mation to keep pace with chang- 
ing needs and trends. Kroll said 
she would strongly encourage 
students to pay attention to 
trends in the economy, social 
factors and the international 
arena; all of which have an 
impact on the future job market. 
''We're rapidly moving to- 
wards a service-based econ- 
omy," she said. "We've already 
experienced a shake-out in the 
manufacturing smokestack- 
type industries." By the year 
2000,80 percent of all jobs wUl be 
service-oriented, she specu- 
lated. Service oriented Jobs 
would include education, public 
safety and health care. 
• See Future Jobs, page 10. Photo illustration/Jim Sakola 
Friday/Peter Fellman 
The Stranger (Lance Ashmore) sings about Daniel Webster, the title 
character in 'The Jumping Frog." The University Opera Theatre will 
present this show and "Down in the Valley" tonight and tomorrow. 
by JuHeann Bell 
Friday reporter 
Down in the Valley by Kurt 
Weill and The Jumping Frog 
by Lukas Foss are a bit differ- 
ent from the traditional ste- 
reotype of the "grand opera." 
The Jumping Frog, a comic 
opera, is based on the The 
Jumping Frog of Calaveraa 
Countyby Mark Twain. Smi- 
ley (Eric Perkins) claims 
that his frog can lump further 
than any other frog around, 
but a stranger (Lance Ash- 
more) disagrees with Smiley 
and challenges him to a frog 
Valley was 
Weill in 
contest. 
Down in the 
composed by Kurt 
1948 with the specific inten- 
tion of being performed by 
students. Based on an amal- 
gamation of American folk 
lore, the story centers around 
a struggling farm family. 
Tickets for Down in the 
Valley and The Jumping Frog 
are $6, $4 and $2 and can be 
purchased at the Kobacker 
Hall box office. Special 
"rush" tickets can be pur- 
chased for $1 on both nights at 
7:45 p.m. with a valid student 
I.D. 
Behind the scenes: 
operatic obstacles 
by Keith A. Cornelius 
Friday reporter 
Editor's note: Keith Cornelius, a 
scene shop worker in the College 
of Musical Arts, provides a first- 
person look behind the scenes of 
an opera production. 
After many long hours of re- 
hearsing, set-building and cos- 
tume construction, opening 
night has finally arrived for the 
opera. 
Actually, tonight is opening 
night for two operas. The Bowl- 
ing Green Opera Theater is pre- 
senting Kurt WeiU'sDown in the 
Valley followed by The Jumping 
Frog by Lukas Foss tonight and 
tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in 
Kobacker Hal! 
The difficulties encountered 
in presenting these operas have 
seemed nearly insurmountable 
at times. Low budget, limited 
time and conflicts with outside 
organizations using Kobacker 
Hall have all combined to try 
everyone's patience. 
As with most stage produc- 
tions, the last week of rehearsals 
was the most hectic. The numer- 
ous set pieces were completed 
and the lights were hung during 
a late night session on Monday. 
Because of scheduling con- 
flicts, full technical and dress 
rehearsals could not begin until 
Tuesday night. That's when the 
frustration began to climax. 
Somehow, it seemed nearly 
impossible to coordinate all of 
the set changes, lighting cues 
and onstage action of Down in 
the Valley into a complete and 
acceptable production. Set 
changes were too slow, lighting 
cues were wrong and people 
weren't where they were sup- 
posed to be at the right times. 
Add to this the problem of 
malfunctioning set pieces, and it 
seemed that things would: never 
fall into place. For several cast 
and crew members, tears of 
utter despair flowed freely. 
A little more practice and 
drilling on set changes and light- 
ing cues helped to smooth out 
many of the problems. 
Fortunately, things went gone 
a bit smoother for the cast of 
The Jumping Frog. Because this 
show takes place entirely in one 
setting, there are no problems 
with disrupting set changes. 
Also, lighting cues are much 
more limited. 
After final dress rehearsals 
and a bit of mutual morale- 
boosting, both productions were 
ready to go. 
Unlike traditional operas, 
both of these productions are 
performed entirely in English. 
Some people refer to this type of 
ra as a "folk opera" since 
itories are based on bits of 
traditional folklore.The style is 
more akin to a musical than a 
standard opera, especially since 
these shows incorporate dia- 
logue into the story line. 
Down in the Valley will com- 
prise the first half of the show, 
with The Jumping Frog follow- 
ing a brief intermission. Their 
contrasting styles promise to 
provide a great evening of musi- 
cal entertainment. 
by Carl Buergler 
Friday reporter 
It's true, not many people turn 
cartwheels over the thought of 
preparing their resume. 
The idea of capturing and 
writing down your educational 
and professional essence on one 
sheet of paper can be Just a little 
intimidating. Sure, it's dehuma- 
nizing, but you want a Job, too. 
But, fear not, help is available 
in many forms. Some of the 
places you can turn to on cam- 
pus include the Placement Of- 
fice, Cooperative Education 
Office, your academic advisor, 
or the Dean's office of your 
college. 
There are also many books 
available for suggestions about 
a good resume. 
Some of the helpful guides 
include The Damn Good Re- 
sume Guide, Does Your Resume 
Wear Blue Jeans, Resume for 
Hard Times, Guerrilla Tactics 
in the Job Market. 
Although each resume guide 
will vary slightly, certain 
guidelines hold true tor any style 
of resume: 
• Make sure there are no spel- 
ling errors or typos. 
• Keep it short and neat, two 
pages at the most. 
• Don't lie or pad the "experi- 
ence" category. 
• Always have someone else 
proof-read it. 
• Tailor your resume to the 
Job you are seeking. If you are 
applying as a fashion buyer, you 
would want a more lively re- 
sume than if you were applying 
for an accountant's position. 
Once you have your resume 
ready, many places will be 
happy to print if (for a price). 
Most print shops in Bowling 
Green offer resume services for 
a reasonable rate. Check out 
Kinko's, 325 E. Wooster St.; Jeff 
Rice's Quick Print, 111 S. Main 
St.; Rapid Printing, 186 S. Main 
St.; or, The Copy Shop, 117% E. 
Court St. 
Remember, a neat, concise 
resume and cover letter which 
are well-written and don't waste 
an employer's time will be re- 
ceived better than a flashy, ver- 
bose one. 
Don't cut corners, however. 
You won't get an interview with 
a sloppy resume, so it's always 
worth the time it takes to do it 
right. 
Siren strings 
by Sean McCoy 
Friday reporter 
There is a classic movie scene 
where the city-slicker claims to 
be a rancher and the rough-cow- 
boy-type demands to see his 
hands. The city-slicker turns his 
palms over - soft, smooth and 
lily-white, just as the cowboy 
many people demand 
proof from Julie Kemp when she 
tells them she's a harpist, but if 
they did she could convince 
them. 
"I have calouses and blis- 
ters," said Kemp, looking at her 
hands. "Sometimes people see 
me with a fingemaQ file and 
they say, 'What are you doing?' 
and I say 'I'm filing my fingers.' 
You see the callouses build up 
and you've got to file them down 
or the harp doesn't sound so 
good." 
Since receiving her under- 
graduate degree from the Col- 
lege of Musical Arts in 1982, 
Kemp has done a lot of filing. 
She went on the road for over 
two years, performing all over 
the country including places 
such as California, Oregon and 
the Carolinas. 
"I'm a member of the Young 
Artist Program through the 
American Harp Society/' said 
the 25-year-old Kemp. "They've 
sponsored concerts and I've 
worked opera, ballet, symphony 
orchestras and solo recitals." 
Last summer Kemp also par- 
ticipated in an international 
harp competition in Israel that 
attracted some of the finest 
young harpests in the world. 
Although Kemp did not place in 
the competition, she said the 
experience was invaluable. 
Friday/Sean McCoy 
Julie Kemp 
"Winning isn't always the 
most important thing - the con- 
tacts you make and meeting 
people from all over the world 
are just as important," she said. 
After returning from Israel 
last summer Kemp began her 
second year as a graduate assis- 
tant in the College of Musical 
Arts. So why does a person who 
has performed all over the coun- 
try and overseas come back to 
Bowling Green to do her grad- 
uate work? 
"People ask me that all the 
time, you know how they say it's 
better to go to graduate school 
somewhere else, said Kemp. "I 
know music and in performance 
especially, it's important to re 
• See Julie Kemp, page 11. 
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Should our football team be ranked in the top 20? 
Interviews by/Bub SymboUk 
ROSE HERJrHLLER, Junior 
pre-med. major, Miller City: 
''They definitely should be 
ranked in the top 20. There are 
many teams that they should be 
ahead of." 
STEPHEN VEDDER, senior 
VCT major, Vandalia: "They 
only played one team with rec- 
ognition, I'd like to see them 
play someone with national rec- 
ognition to display their skills." 
STEVE MEIER, senior IPCO 
major. Bowling Green: "Brig- 
ham Young has been playing the 
same as Bowling Green. 
They've been in the top 20 for 
years, so we should be too." 
CRAIG BATKE sophomore 
liberal arts, Cleveland: "No, I 
don't think they played enough 
top rated teams in the country." 
TRICIA PERRY, senior busi- 
ness major, Wadsworth: "If we 
could play more national teams, 
we'd be ranked. I don't think 
they should hold that against 
Friday/Jim Sakola 
LAURIE WEYER, freshman 
chemistry major, Wooster: 
"They should be in the top 20 
since they're undefeated" 
12- 
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Julie Kemp 
(Continued from page 9) 
Ect who you study with and 
Va why I came back to Bowl- 
ing Green." 
As an undergraduate, Kemp 
studied under Ruth Inglefield, 
prnfMMCf of performance stud- 
ies and head of the harp depart- 
ment. She said that she came 
back to Bowling Green to con- 
tinue studing under Inglefield. 
Kemp said that the biggest 
influences on her musical career 
have been her parents. "I proba- 
bly wouldn't be a harpist & they 
weren't (musicians), she said. 
"My father taught music in the 
public schools for 35 years and 
my mother is a piano teacher. 
''Sitting at a harp for five or 
six hours a day doesn't bother 
me. I enjoy it." 
Kemp said she has endured 
her share of angelic humor be- 
cause of the harp's ethereal rep- 
utation, but claims the harp is 
actually quite versatile. "You 
can play any kind of music (on 
the harp) - people are realizing 
this and making pop music or 
their own version of Jazz," she 
said. "There are so many differ- 
ent tone colors of sound that you 
can make." 
Kemp will be making some of 
those ficolors of sound" come 
alive tomorrow night with the 
Lima Symphony Orchestra in 
Lima. Although she said it's a 
small part it's yet another op- 
portunity for her to perform in 
front of an audience. 
"As a performer I have to be 
relaxed," she said. "A person 
must enjoy for the audience to 
enjoy it also. You can't be anx- 
ious or the audience will know 
it." 
America discovers The Cure 
by P.F. WlUon 
Friday reporter 
If one were asked to find an 
operational definition of a musi- 
cal cult following, one might 
come up with Britain's Toe 
Cure. 
Many bands are fairly popu- 
lar in Britain, while having only 
strong cult fallowings herein the 
States. The difference with The 
Cure's cult fans is their fierce 
loyalty to the group. For those 
not familiar with The Cure, per- 
haps the songtitles "Let's Go To 
Bed" and 'The Lovecats" will 
refresh musical memories. If 
these clues don't help, don't 
worry - the band's latest album. 
Head On Tbe Door, isn't strictly 
for Cure enthusiasts. 
Robert E. Smith and Lau- 
rence Tolhurst remain at the 
heart of The .Cure, and are joined on this album by Porl 
Thompson on guitar and key- 
boards, Simon Gallup on bass 
and Thompson Twins tour drum- 
mer Boris Williams. The album 
starts off with the band's cur- 
rent UJC. single, "In Between 
Days (Without You)." Probably 
tbe most "pop" sounding song 
on the album, the song is a good, 
danceable track and a perfect 
introduction to The Cure. 
Another stand-out cut is 
"Close To Me," a rhythmic and 
intense song. Clever instrumen- 
tation sets the perfect mood for 
Smith's somber, introspective 
lyrics: I've waited hours for 
this/I've made myself so sick/1 
wish I'd stayed asleep today/1 
never thought this day would 
end/ I never thought tonight 
could ever be/ This dose to roe. 
Smith's rather unique vocal 
style comes across well in a song 
called "Six Different Ways?* 
Again, the lyrics are intensely 
personal as Smith sings, Sit 
sides to every lie I say/It's that 
American voice again/ It was 
never quite like this before/Not 
one at you la the same. 
"The Baby Screams" is yet 
another strong cut that grabs 
the listener right from the start 
with its interesting electronic 
effects. Vocally the song is 
somewhat reminiscent of one of 
The Cure's earlier hits, "The 
Lovecats." 
On the song "Screw," the 
band returns to a simple, gritty 
musical style. The emphasis on 
heavy bass and guitar seems 
like a throw back to one of the 
groups earliest tunes called 
"Grinding Halt" 
Head On The Door is a formi- 
dable piece of vinyl from Smith 
and Tolhurst. Smith originally 
wrote 40 songs for this album 
and he obviously chose what he 
thought were the 10 best and 
came up with a winner of album. 
Head On The Door is an album 
that can be enjoyed by both loyal 
fans, as well as new admirers, of 
The Cure. 
Album for review provided by 
State Discount, 902 E. Wooster 
St 
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Seniors, 
Don't 
Blow it off 
Any Longer 
These are absolutely the last few days to have your 
senior portrait taken. We're making this the best 
senior section ever, for a special 75th anniversary 
KEY yearbook. And yes, we want all you 
procrastinators, too! Don't wait, set yourself up today 
to be immortalized. 
Call 372-8086 to schedule your 
senior portrait. 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Theater Department 
Presents 
THE 
c RUCIBLE PN| 
by Arthur Miller       ^ 
L Main Auditorium, University Hall 
November 14-16 at 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets can be reserved by calling 372-2719 or 372-2222 
or purchased at the door on the night of the performance 
*»,-(  I  ^M1-  .\»M,»/IM 
IS COMING 
— Monday, November 18— 
• The McClure brothers and their pee wee 
football days 
• Inside a Toledo soup kitchen 
• Coping with campus alcoholism 
and many others 
ga& 
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& 
/IRJQ1RVED ■X.   CLASS RINGS 
Oct. It. It i M 10*0-4:00     Uahwntty loofcttora. Shrfaat 
DATE TIME PLACE 
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Here's the inside story 
of our new 
Buttermilk Biscuits. 
"      <W«Y ere our  Button** BhtcuttB  to frMn wa  oe* 
aom? CSUM «• mar* -«n to good ou-fowon «*> 
n* m Mrt «an to beat moraM**. re* 
buMm*. Then «• rol tne dough ID fuel to rigN 
HokneeS ana cut out each bttcuR by nmj 
NwKHpop-Minour HeC* oven* *twr* toy i. 
baked up w ml oatcnee MI through to day So 
toy'e Myi freen-juat toe our Kentucky Fried 
Cntckenhi 
Wei. toft to Md» Mory Orop by end Mi our 
trtrs Butterm* Btvcurts lor youreef Or pk* up and 
em dozen tor to temfy 
And enjoy torn happty ever after 
& KaatwikyFrieo Chicken 
Port Clinton 
-Now featuring- 
Fresh-Baked Buttarmilk Biscuit* M»d« From Scratch 
"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru" 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
1020 N. Main - B.G 
352-2061 Fremont 
IB 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
1616 E. Wooster 
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107 
Howard's club H 
• VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. • 
210 N. Main 
No Cover 
LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Don't lat anything 
stop you from 
coming to Howard'* 
thli Woakond 
New Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
Saturday 
Special 
Steak & 
Shrimp  $5.95 
B.BQ Chicken K Rib 
combo $5.49 
OPEN: 
Mon.-Tfcun. 6*im-9pm 
Fri.6"Vvl0pm 
S* 7«n 10pm 
Sun. 8am-9pm 
I in ludes .ill you < <in IMI 
soup, salad, and desert Huffd 
plus t hoi< e of potato. 
low* i«anai aat'iilttH attaa "nth OAYTlMi MOVCS JOO 
•        ess 
NhOHTWATCH 
(fan 4 of •) g 
OJ WAS* MUTTON WtfOWT 
fTMO MOVIE •* "ttaytng 
Atnt tltut John TnmMa. 
Cyr-tha UtiBdii A young akpaaig 
danear -anoa a roti m ■ prochtc- 
bon thua faoparthpng raa rato- 
raman*) ivttn a route. aromar* 
fO'Q 
10:30 
0 KENNETH COPELAND 
pioMa of Mala Onka 
ll.-OO 
SaLK BOBBIN '-ai 
Uad Boa" / Tha Dapartwa A 
IJ-yaar ON Amanconorn ct» 
oaaa ttw 4 *>aMa lo .atoncae iha 
AmarKanuoMn of hra otdar 
krottar mitt ma aaottioral cuttva 
of faa taahar. tha naad tar mona. 
faroM haf 'athar 10 aal Ham a art 
ol    "Mi"*    Japana.!   awmal 
•     TALI 8      PROM     THt 
DAJWStOE WW. an unuaua) au- 
7:SO 
(IMCI ##•*» "BtSBfcW 
MaraM" I1S7E) foaard Woo* 
ward. JarA Thompaon. 
S:SO 
mm *** Tha Oaao Zona 
I IMS) Chriatophar Wkfean. 
aVookaAaMM 
llsiS 
(TMCI    **H        Ocan     SouaV 
nt?ii  * 
MaMtrOQ 
•kflO 
OJ HAPKUM- m Kawa ha* a> 
iiobmay 
SVNI OUTDOOR UK 
a      »•       NIWS 
NtOMTWATCH 
(ISBN!      N«L       MONDAY 
NfOHT  MATCHUP A 
IsSO 
OJ **H Company      Of 
Kakn   nsssi Van Jahnaon At* 
kkhand 
IsOO 
[TMCI    **•>      Tha   Boaa" 
1197S] Sana M-Sar. Alan Bakaa 
4O0 
m*a   **     Dry Ha*     lltM) 
Cant laatwoM Bun lay*** 
YoAOJanta 
BOO 
• OJ RAM B AML Tha 
awecaaa of Baron Motaa arnpaaha 
•at -ay far ABot to ftnanea ra 
pohrtca aapraaerai «f a—awoa 
agant DM Oaooma (Oawd 
ChAaal: Kara marraa an atoac 
aha MKIDW IVararaca laawaB: 
AM andraa aawgwaai rawawtywa 
that   -aa   aaad   20   raara   ago 
Guaaiatar  Dvran MoOaMM. 
KSFN) SraftTSCCNTIR 
11:30 
■ ASCNfWig 
11:90 
• AT TUB MOVIES Setae 
•Atd rtMM Wtvta Najhta 
IMAhaa BarvarwMio* Oragory 
""••1 rawar Pneti" B*yan 
O Naaii. Oaath Wiah ill 
(Chartaa aVoraon) 
■ MOVaf **V. ThaDarka. 
Broa Of Tartar MITBI ftoM-t 
ForaMt. Aaktanna Barbaa. A doc 
"of 1 rakananca to taka pan ei a 
BOO 
I CATCH **WASE 
MACNCI.     /    LBHRSR 
NCWBMOOfl 
I WON DC ft WOMAN 
DafF fkSNT STFtOKIt 
lAOAMSWITH'SHONCV 
WORLD 
fto Pattn* lf>an 3 of 3) g 
rVAVfaf AMD BtfUBTTCR 
NfL FOOTBALl Ha-Vor* 
Oama  W   WaaMgnn   Baasfejna 
IMS 
•  W   TMf   BMA1N 
on apat-brax patanta , 
MO 
■B*M)    BBJ.    OAHCB    OUT- 
DOORS 
B:M 
«S*M)  TOR  RABK  BOKBW1 
Sammy     Fwant. 
Jaaraa   *  •  Rf 
aoui   aeHaaUad tar   10 nMtda. 
aam Ua Vagaa  Haw  M 
HBBB   BBOVal    •*      Saj-ny 
Tayav"    (1BB4)    OaMd   AAM. 
TUBBDAV 
IB. I* 
MVTAfBBFORTB 
BOO 
I THRBf ■ COWANY 
■BUR  AUTO   AACtNQ tHRA 
Drag ftaong - Baraha Fura** Car 
M. BC 
xmm 
BOO 
•     •     Wl      AftR      THC 
WOULD    A  WAR  OF   OTV- 
M*Q Harry Bataaanaa taata a ba- 
BBM 
nyngar-fafeaf affaria af IBB4-BB 
I FIFTH ESTATI 
A-TIAM     Tha    A-Taavn 
oamaa la Sa> raaaNa avhan may 
1  out  to 
BMPM BRORTBCBNT1R 
TOf*»OMT    Moa.     Jaf-a-/ aft   p.aj.    MAOAJ3N*   Hang 
SrAaAdad    fan   anw K       ->wpmi rnmt ^^m. 
mmtMm+m Mpn, l-n#   «» «.*. «tr. 
• UTTLt HOUSfl  ON  TUB „,„„.,    t^oJtapf-ra    0M0W.. 
RJRgBI 'RgBan.   Onaaopha.   and  Banttay 
• « I^TlfflOHT AMBRV ^g^^,    Q.^   lmm.   a** 
CA 
ITMBBVUNT 
INHVHfU. 
ENT1R 
1200 
• BTFtifTB 
FBiaJaCSBCO 
• OOBABDV  BRCAK   WTTM 
•BACK   AND   JAM*   Guaaaa 
Dan    Adam* 
DaMGonyaa 
r; J    HOOKBR HarAar and 
■am * *D nas an 
WfLO KINOOOM A aha*/ 
■aaBfa * and around a ahataw 
■*•   t   •»   Atrcan   crMaty   of 
Canon   Befdaaid  araaaa SMav 
eta linaaga. DBrrialar Fata Bar 
bath, angar Fat* LaBafla 
• LfTTLfi  HOUBC  ON  TMC 
I LATBNIOHT  AMiRl 
BAN      Mamaaa 
I IJBORANOV I TAW _   R.M.  MAOAZINC ftobart 
Chnatophar and aartkay M*»um 
a    4-yaar-aU    baauly     pag-^M 
ITNi 
MM 
BAN 
*•» 
• afaaMranga 
ke>re».g 
WHO'S    TMf    BOSST 
I    T on* 
SJ WHO AMERICA Tha d» 
1 afc)p "11 "I of hran foarno and arotl 
papa a vaoad from bam to rwahi- 
fThto MOVW **H aVaaeh 
Of Comracr (1BS2I Fahv Coy 
aaa. OraN Nraam 
12;SO 
SJ LATT   HMOHT  WITH  DA       ■ SBNNV MBX 
VD   LfTTlRMAN  So^Adad     •TldRMSCOMRANV 
Ju*. llaitkaiaman Oama prga to     •»" NBA TODAY 
NOVA    Tomaaol     A 
am horn tha Hatronal Sa 
5 
and rha faSSBB o* moughi to tan- 
J-BkWg 
• MOVlf  ***    Baratootk. 
Tha   Park      11967)   Mebart  RaeV 
ford. Jtna Fonda Frabajma arata 
-man aw a—u.anad young bmda 
arata ID aaraa eita har awyar hua- 
BrOO 
SSFft) BROHISCBNTBR 
M0 
■SFN)    FOVdBRSOAT    HAC 
FNO   Fopayaa 
Ftp from Naar Ortaana 
1f>SO 
ha TNtf. path  and da 
foraa at a tornado g 
■BFN)      NFL'l     0RSAT1ST 
MOMENTS 
12:40 
SJ     MOVIB     ** 
Si 000 000    fAaundara 
H977I    Jama 
BOO 
"Loot  m lon- 
don   Rtamanai Emmanual Lama. 
Tha 
CA 
F rSI SAINT 
ENNVHSJ. 
■ NTIR 
1200 
SJ      STREETS      I 
FTUtfBCIBCO 
•  COMEDY  BRSAK  WITH 
MACK    AND.   JAMtf   Gaaat 
OanKnort* 
aMFN) BKHNO MAOAZINE 
12 IB 
naad   MOVSI   **      Oh  Cadi 
VouOava    (IBB4I Gaora* Btarw. 
TadWaaa 
IMO 
•J LATl NfOHT WITH OA- 
VK> LTTTBRPAAN SohaduaM 
comaaMo KXnard Law• 
(ASC NEWS NlOHTLrNB 
THREE STOOOEfl 
SSFM   TENhHS   MAGAZINE 
m      MOVIE      *** 
Bnak" (1B76) Oana Wl 
eaktkxagh  A rraa^maraw 
akaang aaaarar. 
akongar aran ha htama ha oam 
• MOVSt *** Jam Ol 
Arc I1S4SI Ingnd Bargmon. 
JPat Farrar m IlkVoinaary 
Franca. • ration ary farm gai taada 
har country a amrai ipirn tha 
Engftah 
• INTIRTAINMfNT THIS 
WEEK * takrta to Unnarul Bhr- 
Aoa. 
SJ PLEASE  DON'T LET MS 
DtE 
SJ FOFI MY PEOFLE 
11:M 
fj MOVSI a* a Tha Saanc- 
ara (1BB6I Daan Idaran. Staaa 
Btawana A aomi laarad apy at aa- 
argnad rha 1 am of vaarrg a dafore- 
lor and pra.anung han fcom rja- 
(TMC)       MOVIB      ***H 
aVaakarMoraM (ig;»> fdward 
Woodward. Jack Thompoon 
Ataraakana tajhtrng tor England m 
a irumpadiar court marrat  Baaad 
on a truk kkary.  *G 
MkOO 
■ CBS NEWS 
■ NSC NEWS 
■ ABC NEWS C? 
■ HARRV DAYS AOAaN 
■ BUBkNCSS FIE POUT 
SSFM)   AIROSICS:   BOOtCS 
IN MOTION 
TOO 
CSS NEWS 
MONITOR 
WHEEL OF FORTUNB 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO-, 
NIOHT   ntanaaar   wr»   hrchard' 
tUFMI    AUTO    RACING 
H^MgMt of  Wat   ISM  Formula 
Owa World Orhang Championarap 
*"    SiSO 
SJ     FRONT     RAOB     CHAL- 
LBNOB 
SiSO 
fTMQ    HEART    OF    HOLLY- 
i 
1000 
•J  NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
•J TVS BLOORBRS AND 
FWACTICAL JOKES Nrgta 
Count John Larroauana and * 
•uaroraat Ooug Hanrang ant proca- 
ca* raka -earn, an ugt, dog con 
taat 
01 0J FMS-T PLATOON A 
eampar., of US Mamaa at «B- 
aanad a\ang a mar* krng aarwy- 
11:SO 
■SFN) POWE RSOA T RAC- 
ING Buaoh World Ctarmpranaha) 
hem Si  Lour.  IB) 
IMO 
SSFM) COLLEOE FOOTSALL 
Arhanaaa at Toaaa ABM (ft) 
* OO 
■SFW    AUTO   RACINO   San 
Ramo Ra*y from Rary  VII 
ssM 
■SPM) AUTO RACINO IHA* 
Orag Halronaki from Darkrrgtar. 
5C  M) 
B.30 
BMRM    Sa-L    DANCE    OUT- 
aarra plot during a oroaa ajgjgr , 
VajprkSa. 
SSFM WRSSTLINO 
(TMa    MOVSI     **■,       Tfki 
Namrtnamg Story    MSS4I Hoar. 
I: 
I. 
I HKBHWAY TO  HEAVEN 
1O0 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
jtMMY SWAOOART 
1:90 
iMBVaSJ Graana  and  Mrthard Landcn  ara 
t MOVSI  ***    Tha Bprnl rparaajd at  an  apraoda   aboui   a 
Biatrcaaa"     (1S4BI     Dorothy B»Crkdaray   actor   who   rrararaj  ha 
MeGu-«  Gaorga BraM aaar Gad amng at ma audrarca 
aaSFta) PKA FULL CONTACT Q 
KARATS SB) # INSSDBAS FOB and kkackay 
2O0 f**   ■  aahrnd Mat acanai  look 
0J CSS NEWB eraraaaan a> tha corarvuchon 
NIOMTWATCH ***•> »* andangar. rha Har 
01 NATURE OF THINGS Da- 12:40 
wd SUM. hAaa a look at aw-    0J MOVSI   *   "tawda, Tha 
oanca chronrcang *ra avekjaor. of      '4rh    IIBS1) Rrchard ■anarmm. 
L-RO-g 
0f00 
I GfkOVVING RAINS LA. for 
nSBD MOVIE *** AS Tha 
Rrght Movaa t1BS3l Tarn 
Civraa.CrargT  fkabjrjn 
M0 
CBS NEWB 
01 01 RtVER JOURNEYS 
Hratoram MaAaal Wood aaaaa 
*» Congo FUvar northaaai ham 
SSaSSSS •>  aaaiam Zm» 
100 
(HAWAII FfVB-0 
JJBSMV SWAOOART 
■ SPHI ARM WFtEBTLtNQ 
IBM 
■ NEWS 
• MOVSI    **•      fapran 
From Zahram    IIBB3) Sal Minao 
"      VylBryraw 
"\      SBPN) SFORTSLOOIt 
M0 
0J CBS NIWS 
NkDMTWATCH 
• NEWS 
■SPM)   FASHION   ACTION 
cfajaac man  Carat and Ban at- NKaHTWATCH 
rampt to am ■ •artd'a raaord and aTSPIS SRORTSCBI 
M*. ar.ok. m .— ckara  g 3 OO 
OOO *■**() SKIING w« 
0J 0J KANS S AML AM a> 
oMradofany aaSBBSBBB ay OS 
i DALLAS 
MOVIE      *        Zappaoi 
II0S2I Scon Baro. Wraa Aamaa NIWS 
I NEWLYWEO GAME II 
•    BEST    OR    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
tM'AHJ'M 
MACNSS     /     LIHRSH 
11:4S 
OMCI   MOVSI    ** 
BO     (1SS3I  Marrat  Ha 
• NEWS 
ITMCJ MOVSI **H Tha 
Oaad Zono" (1BS3) Chrawpnar 
WrAon foot. Adam. Aftar 
ortrtang   out   of   a   tarn*,   a   any 
ray 
Errc   Rohan. 
and daaa*> ol modal achaaa Daro- 
thy Saranan arho araa raurdarad 
by har tlhangag haataaa   ■  g 
12O0 
■  ENTPRTAINMENT  THaS 
WEEK A takrta to Urnaraaf Stu- 
OJBB 
• 7OO CLUB 
RSPHI     WOMEN S     SODY- 
BULD4NO  Nrriuru*  Chrjmpaav 
arap kom Oatrorl  tRI 
IMO 
0J WALTONS 
1O0 
SJ  AMCRICA SchaduM   Tarn 
SSFttl BRORTSCCNTER 
T:SO 
0) F M MAOAZINB A wart to 
BaM. Koraa. anoam at M Faah- 
rrmCapM Of Tha Worht A Ban 
Cragp ma'ieaaaar arho rahraad ta 
aftoar a pfryartrd aaforriai, to our ■ 
B Enagrai < Mo. 
i MnaMgMQ TAW 
>!*■■< 10 
• but     flUMMAIXMI 
0 AHIICA: CONTMCNT IN 
aaaa 
1:1. 
at MICWOAM MPLAV 
uaa ■ami 
OHO MOVM **•*  -n. 
I WU> AMIMCA A «. ■ 
•wmTTQ 
was 
• aANPORO ANO KM 
nrw KM u • > 1— 
C«h*n*Y CbMK  Irom tmk Or, 
I MM I 
■ WKRR IN CINCINNATI 
m   OHSO   BUStNEBS   OUT- 
LOOK 
atSPNI    PISTOL    SHOOTING 
Btanchi Cup tnt^manonai Tauma- 
atarw from OArrraMa. Mo (P, ] 
I ISM 
■ INTSRTAINMSNT   TO- 
N4GHT   Marvarr.   arrm   FarJard 
DAYTIME MOVCS 
BIB 
(TMCI **H Oam Sauth 
IIBTSI Jack NlahMnw. Mary 
Staaraturgan 
OsJO 
(TMCI     *•*»»      -Qathpoh 
11 SB I) Mai Oraaon. Mark La*. 
■IBM 
.ETMORRH      Iha Havartnamg 
Bavy"   I1BB4)  Noah   IMatna,. 
SarrartOaw 
IrOO 
0J     ***     A lovak, Way Ta 
Da    IIBBBI Kak fl     ajii. Sykm 
1:90 
fThfO ##* "Al Tha F-gh. 
Movaa (1BS1) Tom Cram. Crakj 
T  Ika-on 
JOO 
ffMCI *** Ban. (IBT4I 
Hrraana. Patar Brack   - 
4; SO 
fflBCt ***   Tha AarmoM Jav 
gat"    (1BB01    Bavhraj    rkjadan. 
(TMO   MOVSI    ***      Nora,      afa 
Oakat Forty    MS7SI had 
* Ngh acraot tcanca gar— uaaa 
ha acooaniaky acaurrad payenrrk 
aaatc aaaara la aapraaa laa laaj 
Oar    n» 
Kaoaan. Yo.gr> Voyaaat 
M0 ■ CSS 
NIOHTWATCM 
RSaH)BF^jAT8CENTER 
lOO 
B SPH)    SMLL    DANCE    OUT- 
■SRW PKA FULL CONTACT      DOORS 
KARATE aso 
msa MOVSJ **n  D«    iJfMJIfi ^ ^ 0^^ 
KARATE OR) 
Si^'^x^rkr^'h.'rrZ     -TSF»1NSA TODAY 
I1BB4I 
DAYTkaE MOVSS 
pkkrart  h> wckary oaai a makara- 
•arn monarch    PO-lJ  g 
BOO 
Ol  COMPANY OF   ADVEN- 
TURERS aaar..    louchmg and 
humcroua   anaidiiai   kaoui   Sat 
(l* 
B:SO 
*   Tha Ararat! Jun- 
I HSU TOWN 'ar Ararat -v 
Mpatatdjaavg 
■ 0J WAR:  A COMMtN- 
TAAY   BY   OWYNNE   DYER 
I M aaahraon af nu- 
7 SO 
#     Tara  Waaka  » 
aan"    (IBS2)    Kkfe 
aaSSjat. Idarord 0  Ftahkunr 
S:SO 
(Tfrfca    **H      Ouna      IIBS4) 
Kyla    MocLachtan. 
■ DYNASTY* 
byko 
to  oakma  rhat   Jafl   ta*  FaBan 
BaBBJBS 
DAVTBal OSUJRPTB BWJW 
40O 
WYTaWfPORTS 
12O0 
**H Tha    imia 
SB    rnchrdrng   aSalaSBa|  cranaa. 
bkM-laorrad tartan and tha Oat - 
marva Fanaaukt lea txaa-ah g 
IBENNYHaU. 
THF«E'8CCd-kPANY 
I Vt     Qanga Of      a 
<lft 
Hahtt" (IBBB) Ehaa Ftaalay. Mary 
Tylar Moora A young naifara 
and a ooctc aarooma aMafy at- 
kknhad -haa ajarhrng aaaaahar at 
OjREhdB^OTON STRBLI Tha 
■  MOVSI  ***  "FM Pay- 
(1B7B)    GrdM     ta     Oa-y        onmmmtM-»m4t0mmM» 
*_J^        MYra-aVayaa-t 
! CATCH PHJUM / 
iaa 
*#H  AsMFt«M"IIM*) 
aaa ■        cat 
PNOHTWATCH 
O) w«a rum joun- 
NIW. 
w'mmm* aakk.  wm art m pranaaj a^ 
- ■ - 
BOO 
0) CO SCARECROW AND 
MRS. KING Laa and Amanda 
rmaarararat pgiafola aaouray taaha 
•at   arxutad   durmg   J.   I agar 
Hootar ■ rargn at FBI rdaaf. 
DANGER  SAY A dacraaaa 
BOO 
SSPH) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
South Carcana Suaa at Orarrarkng 
SkMlRI 
SOS 
(TMCI    MOVIE     a*      gaaym. 
Gram   Ihcara oral Jonah g 
aaa araax ntnwawi a map kr 
aohrrng rharr tarmar par Mr'a mgr- 
aar  (ft) 
OS BEST OR CARSON From 
Auguat IBB4 ackar Jaraaa Btaar- 
an and counay amgar Baroaro 
Mandraa rom hoat Johnny Caraon 
BS 
I  LATENIOHT AafBHtt- 
i IMMOfR WOMAN 
CA 
IIMiKmMVMhl*. 
>M UM ol • Mb* *m< am m 
Ml 
CtnMaHMdM 
41     JDWI    TrMM.       *r"S MM*  iHtm   Tr* -M 
■    rlAr.DCA«n.l    AND 
MCCOKMICK   Ma*   M M 
ITM 
an 
ar ' 
I 
| HE SAINT 
INNYHBX 
PCSNTSR 
12O0 
0J      STREETS      OR      SAN 
RRANCkSCO 
DAVTSat BFORTB 
BOO 
MM BRORTBLOOK 
SrOO 
■ SPH) NHL HOCKEY EBmon- 
ton Oaart at Naar York Ftangari 
fRI 
12SO 
SBPH)  AUTO  RACING SCCA 
Sup*   Vaaa  from  Lagvna  Baca. 
Caaf <RI 
1:SO 
SBPht)  SKIING  US   »> Taatn 
Cakrarrry CMatc from Park Oty. 
Utah  Wl\ 
200 
SSFft)  COLLEOE   FOOTBALL 
.MTkM.ABM.RI 
S:SO 
1 OUTDOOR! LIRE 
■ UNCOMMON, PLACES: 
THE ARCHITECTURE OF 
FRANK  LLOYD WFaOKT An 
krarnrrraaan of tha urarpat Man 
0* eanknaiaal aLlatan frank 
Uoyd Wnght ndudrng atagaa of 
Dana  Houaa.   FaSng  Wator   and 
WITH 
SSPH)      NFL     RSJUS     PFkE- 
BSNTS ProNaa  of lock, fkmar 
(rataadl and Tony DaraatJ 
(ThkOMOVkJ  * k     c^Haat ) kl * Ory h 
•I Cam raatwaod. IWi 
11: SO 
■ LA TE   NfOHT WITH  DA- 
VID LITTaWBSAN IISHHM. 
fASCHEWSg 
■ HA-TY DAYS AGAIN 
(EBPHI      WORLD      CLASS 
WOMEN 
rltBg MOVIE  **H    Tafc To 
Ma"   UBB4)   Atavan   Fawaaaon. 
MtohM Murphy   A Naar York ae- 
counkan.   aaakt pi irrd htdp 
hoax o ayaaraBiakJc  pfkyataan at 
tWNUL o« -ontum 
INTaiTAINMiNT   TO- 
lOOO 
• HATIONAl. / JOURNAL 
0)     MMMOTON      «mUI 
If 71.000 
tat (mo »* nwn.M 
IIM4I QaSgt tuiW. TcdtfrBH. 
aaa 
(TMa   »*   ta AM Wl 
iat 
>».» wimag ._ 
• . OaATION Of THE ' °° 
uNrvw AI. ■nimiiiii «   —•" "y* mom* 
w^MMAt M*H^> d^^v*Hvi MM       —HA »QAI Ml—y CHflBnO  HI 
onflA Md MIAW of tta w»- • OO 
0MOVM***   Hntai- too 
»ikm   IIIIII ta «..     urai iroiirKiNTia 
.0. taA LOW  A ftaB * ta>. f!to 
INAATOOAY 
IftOO 
MPM   OYMNASTICS   WohO 
 1 TOT RANK tOXMO     ?T^TTr°^"JJ" * 
Jmn* PH UM. II nM *      tatam» P«J. Mm. IRi 
MBta OuVof  IJ4-T.2.   It «OBI ll:»0 
•• • I»I m»i 
i«o 
INO hMjrt ONMWa Qnntf 
P* tam Ita* Oltaiiii. M ■a. 
aaa ncA PVLL CONTACT 
KAftATl m) 
aaa 
ami Tor HANK BOXINO 
Jprvn, AM (22.1. It KOal m 
■m Oriraf 124-7-2. II UM 
(TMd  MOV»  »•• 1      Gat- 
■ar (tail I 
Ltt. Ta* AaMratal Nat 
OVNAtrrV N: THI COL- 
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Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
352-4101 181(B)S. Main 
354-4143 Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
haircuts, perms, 
highlighting, 
manicures. 
Diana 
coupon valid 
with Diana 
axpkaa 11-22-85 
wmmrm 
The 
Hutch 
Pati & Supplltrs 
mi 
Approx. 150 fish tanks, fresh and saltwa- 
ter. Small animals - gerbils, hamsters, mice, 
guinea pigs, etc. 
Birds, lizards, puppies, kittens, etc. 
Parakeets and Starter 
Kits $23" 
2 for 1 on assorted Tropicals 
Lots to choose from 
352-8459 
South Side Six 
carryout 
737 S. Main      352-8639 
•Cotd BBS, Wins and Champagne* 
Ohio lottery aoant for 
all Ohio tottery garnet 
Large selection of 
Imported Beers. 
Individuals or create 
your own Imported 
six pack. 
MAKE SUMMER LAST FOREVER.. 
AT FIRST EDITION 
TANNING STUDIO 
FIRST EDITION  HAS DESIGN AND TANNING  STUDIO 
(M E. WOOSTEI (ABOVE DAIRY QUEEN) 154-1417 
m 
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